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Report ToThe Congress
OF THEUNITEDSTATES

Outlook Dim For Revised
Accounting System Needed
For Changing Telephone Industry
About 4 years ago, the Federal Communications Commission
began to develop a new regulatory accounting
system for the telephone
industry. The existing system does not serve
the information
needs of the regulators or
the industry,
particularly
with
the trend
toward
competition.
Progress on the new
system has been slow and the outlook for its
early implementation
is dim. A myriad of
problems remains to be solved.
The Congress is considering
amending
the
Communications
Act of 1934 to allow less
regulation
and more competition
for the
telephone
industry.
Such legislation
would
increase the need to expeditiously
develop a
revised accounting system for the industry.
This report recommends several ways to speed
up progress, including formally
appointing an
overall coordinator,
providing
adequate resources, identifying
specific user needs, and
planning effectively.
The Commission
considered this report constructive
and advised GAO
of corrective actions it plans to take.
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To the President
of the Senate and the
Speaker of the House of Representatives
A revised
Federal
regulatory
accounting
system for
the telephone
industry
is needed so that companies
can file
lawful
rates promptly
with adequate cost support.
This report summarizes
our review of the Federal
Communications
Commission’s
approach
to revising
its existing
system.
The
report
also contains
recommendations
to the Commission
for
improving
its planned
implementation
and use of the revised
system.
Our review was initiated
because the Congress,
which
for some time has recognized
the trend toward competition
in the communications
industry,
is currently
considering
legislation
which would reduce regulation
and encourage
competition.
And, the Congress
is looking
to the Commission for prescribing
an accounting
system that would aid
in achieving
this goal.
Office

Copies of this
report
are being sent to the Director,
of Management and Budget and to ‘the Chairman,
Federal

of ihe

United

States
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COMPTROLLER GENERAL'S
REPORT TO THE CONGRESS

OUTLOOK DIM FOR REVISED
ACCOUNTING SYSTEM NEEDED FOR
CHANGING TELEPHONE INDUSTRY

DIGEST
-----Historically,
the telephone
industry
has
been regulated
on the premise
that it is a
"natural
monopoly."
Over the past several
years,
however,
the Federal
Communications
Commission
has allowed
competition
in some
areas of the industry,
notably
for terminal
equipment
and intercity
communication.
A more competitive
industry
will
require
a
new regulatory
approach.
About 4 years ago
the Commission
began to develop
a revised
Uniform
System of Accounts
for the industry
to provide
better
current
information
to
Federal
and State regulators,
industry
management,
and other users.
In particular,
the new system is intended
to make it
possible
t o determine
the cost of specific
telephone
services-to improve regulatory
rate review and detect
anticompetitive
pricing
practices.
GAO believes
that unless
a myriad of problems is solved,
the outlook
is dim for
early
implementation--and
effective
use-of the new system as proposed
by the Commission.
Our outlook
is based on
--weaknesses
in the Commission's
approach
to
developing
the system and planning
for its
implementation,
--concerns
raised
by State regulatory
missions
about some aspects
of the
posed system,
and
--criticisms
industry
interested

voiced
to the Commission
representatives
and other
parties.

comproby

The Commission's
approach
to developing
a
revised
system has been characterized
by
--a

lack of continuous
overall
direction
and coordination
by a high-level
official,
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--limited
involvement
of the Commission's
accounting
staff
even though it has formal
responsibility
for system revision,
--assignment
sporadic

of various
staff
members on a
and fragmented
basis,

--lack
of involvement
in system conceptualization
by many of the system's
ultimate
users within
the Commission,
and
--minimal
contact
with representatives
of
State regulatory
commissions,
the telephone
industry,
and other
interested
parties
during
systems conceptualization.
While any one of these weaknesses
has some
adverse effect
on system revision,
their
collective
impact will
likely
be severe.
If not corrected,
they will
inhibit
timely
and effective
revision
of the system.
Even after
the system design
is complete,
the Commission
will
need to be in a position to use it.
For example,
--a

systematic
way of assuring
that reported
data is consistent
and reliable
is needed,

--necessary
resources
should
effectively
and efficiently
data reported,
and

be available
process
the

to

--system
outputs
need to be specified
for
the intended
users within
the Commission.
At the time of GAO's
had done only minimal
needs.

review,
the Commission
planning
for these

In response
to a GAO questionnaire,
State
regulatory
commissions
identified
several
major problems
that could arise
if they use
the revised
system.
The Commission must
work more closely
with State regulatory
commissions
to avoid imposing
duplicate
reporting
burdens on the telephone
industry.
Respondents
to the Commission's
initial
proposal
for a revised
system expressed
concerns about the complexity
and cost of and
ii

Other
time frames for revising
the system.
concerns
expressed
included
a need to consider
the impact of the revised
system on
(1) the existing
separations
procedures
whereby telephone
property
costs are apportioned
between interstate
and intrastate
operations
and (2) methods of allocating
Also,
cost to various
telephone
services.
respondents
cited
the need to identify
the
reporting
requirements
to be placed on the
industry.
RECOMMENDATIONS TO CHAIRMAN, FEDERAL
COMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION
GAO recommends

that

the

Chairman:

--Formally
appoint
a sufficiently
official
to provide
continuing
tent direction
and to monitor
being achieved.

high-level
and consisprogress

--Assign
responsibility
within
for all phases of development
tation,

the Commission
and implemen-

--Define
of the

intended
users
the Commission.

the specific
needs of
revised
system within

--Improve
the mechanism and procedures
for
coordination
with State regulatory
commissions to avoid imposing
duplicate
accounting and reporting
burdens on the industry.
--Assess
the resource
needs of the Commission to provide
an appropriate
level
of
monitoring
and to effectively
and efficiently
use reported
information
after
system development.
--Explain
how system development
will
be
coordinated
with other major actions
which may be required,
such as revising
separations
procedures
and determining
appropriate
cost allocation
methodologies.
--Identify
the
the industry

Tear Sheet

reporting
requirements
will
need to follow.

iii

that

COMMISSIONCOMMENTS
The Commission stated that GAO's,report
was
Therefore,
critical,
but very constructive.
the Commission believed GAO's report would
be useful in the future development of the
Uniform System of Accounts.
The Commission said it would take several
managerial steps to alleviate
many of the
deficiencies
discussed in this report,
including establishing
a task force, headed
by a senior staff member and composed of
individuals
with appropriate
backgrounds
to design the revised system.
and expertise,
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
The advantages
and disadvantages
of lessening
or even
eliminating
longstanding
Federal
regulation
of certain
major
the attention
of the
industries
is an "in"
topic --capturing
Congress,
the executive
branch,
the private
sector,
and the
public.
Deregulation
of the airline
industry
has been viewed
positively
by many, if not most, observers,
and now legislation has been introduced
to deregulate
other major industries,
including
the railroad,
trucking,
and telecommunications
industries.
the Federal
Communications
Commission
For over 40 years,
has regulated
the telecommunications
industry
under the Communications
Act of 1934.
The Commission's
regulatory
policies
and practices
have been influenced
by various
factors,
including
technological
changes and the political
climate.
Recently
a major thrust
has been to push for more competition
in the industry,
which historically
has been dominated
by one
giant
corporation
--the
American
Telephone
and Telegraph
Company (AT&T).
three bills
have been introduced
In the 96th Congress,
While each bill
to rewrite
or amend the Communications
Act.
they all aim at encouraging
a more
varies
from the other,
and each would lessen the degree of
competitive
environment,
Federal
regulation.
each would authorize
the Federal
Also,
Government
to continue
to prescribe
accounting
practices
for
the telephone
industry;
in Senate and House hearings
on these
bills
in 1979, the accounting
requirements
were the subject
of much debate.
and accurate
accounting
informawhy? Because adequate
tion can be crucial
to determining
whether anticompetitive
In an industry
where one dominant
pricing
practices
exist.
corporation
offers
both monopoly and competitive
services,
the advantages
of competition
could be greatly
diminished
if profits
from monopoly services
are subsidizing,
or crosssubsidizing,
the competitive
services.
An accounting
system
that adequately
and accurately
captures
cost information
by
type of service
can help detect
whether
such practices
occur.
The Uniform
System of Accounts,
which the Commission
now
requires
telephone
companies
to follow,
does not provide
cost
information
by type of service.
However,
in June 1978 the
Commission
adopted a formal
rulemaking
to develop
a revised
system which is intended
to provide
this
information.
(During congressional
hearings
on the proposed
rewrite
of the
Communications
Act, AT&T officials
testified
that they too
lacked an internal
system to identify
cost by type of service.)
1

Since an appropriate
accounting
system
is integral
to
implementing
the Nation's
future
telecommunications
policy,
we looked
into the progress
and problems
the Commission
faces
in developing
a new system.
Because the Commission's
proposed
system had not been finalized,
we limited
our review to evaluating
the Commission's
approach
to developing
and planning
the implementation
of the new system.
SCOPE OF REVIEW
We made our review primarily
at the Commission's
Washington, D.C. headquarters.
We reviewed
current
and proposed
legislation,
congressional
testimony,
and agency documents
and reports.
We also interviewed
Commission
officials.
We
reviewed
written
comments of industry
representatives
and
other
interested
parties
in response
to the Commission's
proposed system
and interviewed
selected
representatives.
In
addition,
by using
questionnaires,
we obtained
the views of
State regulatory
commissions.

2

CHAPTER2
A PERSPECTIVE:
THE INDUSTRYAND ITS REGULATION
To appreciate
the environment in which Federal regulatory
policy for the telephone industry
is formulated,
the nature
Major facand structure
of the industry must be understood.
tors which shape the environment are:
--AT&T's

domination

of the industry.

--The relationship
between AT&T and about 1,500
pendent telephone companies.

inde-

--The rationale
and nature
tion over the years.

regula-

--The growing
historically

significance
considered

of Federal

and State

of competition
in an industry
a natural monopoly.

THE TELEPHONEINDUSTRY
In 1978, the telephone industry generated about $50 billion in operating
revenues and employed over 1 million
indiThe
industry
--roughly
1
out
of
every
200
Americans.
viduals
is dominated by AT&T, also known as the Bell System, which
includes:
--23 whollycompanies.

or partially-owned

--Its
Long Lines Department,
operating
unit.
--The Western Electric
and supplier.
--Bell

Laboratories,

telephone
the interstate

operating
and overseas

Company, the manufacturing
the research

and development

arm
arm.

The Bell System's operating
revenues in 1978 were about
$42 billion.
AT&T provides about 81 percent of the telephone
service in the United States, as measured by the number of
telephones,
and accounts for about 84 percent of domestic
telephone operating
revenues.
Over 1,500 other telephone companies, known as independents, serve about half the geographic area of the United
The
States--mainly
rural and suburban areas and small towns.
independents,
which include cooperatives
financed by the Rural
Electrification
Administration,
account for about 19 percent
3

of the telephones
in use and employ about 180,000 persons.
Five holding
companies
account
for about three-fourths
of the
share of the market.
independents'
Most nationwide
telephone
service
is provided
by the Bell
System and by the independents
interconnecting
any two of the
The Bell System's
Nation's
almost 170 million
telephones.
operating
companies
provide
both local
and long-distance
The independents
operate
separately
from the Bell
service.
but usually
they must tie
System in providing
local
service,
into the Bell System for ldng-distance
service.
Percentage

COMPARATIVE
The Bell System

100

STATtSTlCS

and tndepandent

Telephone

Companies

Independents

LAND

AREA

COMPANIES

TELEPHONES

OPERATING
REVENUES

PLANT

EMPLOYEES

INVESTMENT

RATIONALE FOR AND NATURE OF REGULATION
The Communications
Act of 1934 accomplished
two things-(1) it consolidated
the regulatory
powers formerly
exercised
by various
Federal
agencies
and turned
them over to the Federal Communications
Commission
and (2) considerably
broadened
,A major purpose of the act was
the scope of such regulation.
to all the people of
as far as possible,
to make available,
the United
States
a rapid,
efficient,
nationwide,
and worldwide wire and radio communication
service
with adequate
facilities
at reasonable
charges.
4

The Commission
regulates
interstate
and foreign
Purely
communication,
which includes
the telephone
industry.
intrastate
telephone
service
is not, in general,
subject
to
Commission
jurisdiction
but comes under the authority
of State
regulatory
commissions.
The Communications
Act requires
every subject
company to
furnish
service
at reasonable
charges upon reasonable
request.
acquire,
or operate
lines
for
Companies may not construct,
interstate
or foreign
communication
without
Commission
approval.
Likewise,
they cannot discontinue
or curtail
service
without
Commission
approval.
All their
charges,
practices,
classifications,
and regulations
must be just,
reasonable,
and
Telephone
companies must file
pronot unduly discriminatory.
posed rates with the Commission.
The Commission
has authority
to prescribe
the forms of
records
and accounts
to be kept by telephone
companies
and
under this authority
has prescribed
a Uniform
System of
companies
file
monthly
and
Accounts.
Under that system,
annual reports
with the Commission giving
specified
financial
The Rural Electrification
Adminisand operating
information.
tration
requires
the telephone
cooperatives
it finances
to
as do most State regulatory
commisfollow
the same system,
sions.
Natural
monopoly--the
for regulation

rationale

the Commission
has regulated
the industry
Historically,
on the premise
that it is a natural
monopoly with certain
attendant
benefits.
A key attribute
of a natural
monopoly
is that a single
firm can supply the entire
market more
To retain
the benefits
cheaply
than any combination
of firms.
of the natural
monopolist’s
low-cost
production
while
preventing the exploitation
of its position,
regulation
is imposed.
Unregulated
monopolists
may, for example,
produce
too little,
charge prices
too high when compared with a competitive
situation,
engage in discriminatory
pricing,
and reap monopoly
profits.
TREND TOWARD COMPETITION
Both technological
innovation
and increased
demand for
including
telephone
services,
are generating
communications,
controversy
over whether
a natural
monopoly continues
to exist
The telecommunications
in various
sectors
of the industry.
by the telephone
industry--can
industry-which is dominated
be divided
into three sectors:

1.

Local servicer

sactot-primarily
the telephone
which enable users to originate
calls to a defined-local
calling
area and to receive
and which provide access to and from
incoming calls,
the long-distance
network.

2.

Terminal equipment sector--firms
which produce equipment caPable
of sending and/or receiving
information
over a communications channel through which users
For
gain access’to
the telecommunications
network.
residential
us’ers,
terminal equipment is often the
basic telephone hand8e.t.
For business users, it may
be more sophisticated
and provide more services.

3.

Intercity
transmission
sector--firms
which transmit
voice and record communications between cities.
This long-distance
transmission
may use wire, microwave relay stations,
or satellite
facilities.

industry

and

Firms

The local services sector generally
continues to be reguFor the other two markets, the
lated as a natural monopoly.
Commission has decided over the last several years to allow
competition.
We discussed the trend toward competition
in the telecommunications
industry
in more detail
in an earlier
report.
("Developing
a Domestic Common Carrier Telecommunications
Jan. 24, 1979, CED-79-18.)
Policy:
What are the Issues?"

6

CHAPTER 3
A NEW ACCOUNTING SYSTEM BEING
DEVELOPED FOR A NEW ENVIRONMENT
To meet new information
demands of the changing
regulatory environment,
the Federal
Communications
Commission
has
recently
undertaken
an effort
to revise
the existing
Uniform
The impetus
for
System of Accounts
for telephone
companies.
restructuring
the existing
system has come from several
fronts --Federal
and State regulatory
bodies,
industry
managLegislation
has been
ers, and other
interested
parties.
proposed
recently
which would alter
the nature
of Federal
regulation
and increase
the significance
of a new accounting
system to'fulfill
new regulatory
goals.
ORIGIN AND NATURE OF THE PRESENT SYSTEM
In 1913, the Nation's
telephone
companies
first
became
subject
to a uniform
system
of financial
accounts
established
by the Interstate
Commerce Commission,
whose regulatory
conThe
trol
then included
telephone
and telegraph
companies.
Communications
Act of 1934 established
the Federal
Communications
Commission,
and in 1935 the Communications
Commission
System
of Accounts,
which was
adopted the existing
Uniform
Although
the system has been
based on an earlier
system.
its basic structure
has remained
essenmodified
occasionally,
tially
the same since 1935.
The Commission
has used the system to review the operations
of the telephone
companies
subject
to its jurisdiction.
The existing
system
encompasses
both balance
sheet and income
both of which focus on companywide
finanstatement
accounts,
the system has been
cial
and operating
data.
Historically,
used by the Commission
to review matters
such as overall
investment
and expense levels,
property
valuation,
and depreciation
rates.
It has also provided
a basis for the Commission's
review of overall
revenue requirements,
including
a
determination
of a fair
rate of return.
1,'
phone
i/In

The existing
companies

system

offered

judicial
review of
followed
has been that
returns
in nonregulated
risk and (2) sufficient
cial
integrity
of the
credit
standing
and to

was established
only two basic

in an era when teletypes of service--

rate cases,
the guideline
generally
return
must be (1) commensurate
with
enterprises
with corresponding
to assure confidence
in the finanenterprise
so as to maintain
its
attract
capital.
7

local
and long distance.
including
is available,
message telecommunications
service
(WATS), digital
vate line
and specialized

Today, a large variety
of services
local
exchange service,
long-distance
service
(&ITS), wide area telephone
data service
(DDS), and various
priservices.

IMPETUS FOR REVISING THE EXISTING

SYSTEM

Tremendous technological
changes along with regulatory
policy
shifts
have allowed
competition
to be introduced
into
some sections
of the telephone
industry.
The industry
now
comprises
companies
offering
both monopoly and competitive
services,
as well as companies
that provide
only competitive
services.
Because of that composition,
both the Commission
and the Congress recognize
a need to establish
procedures
to ensure that a company offering
both monopoly and competitive
services
does not cross-subsidize
its competitive
services
with revenues
from its monopoly services.
the Commission's
rate cases
In recent
years,
increasingly
with rate levels
and rate structures
companywide
rate
services,
'and less with overall,
The
primary
ratemaking
and revenue requirements.
has become cost by specific
service,
lJ which the
In
Uniform
System of Accounts
does not provide.
Bell
has
been
forced
to
rely
proposed
rates
filed,
cost studies
to supplement
the system's
data.
these

The Commission
has not, however,
special
studies,
believing
they

have dealt
of specific
of return
criterion
existing
support
of
on special

been satisfied
were

with

"incomplete,
arbitrary,
speculative,
inaccurate,
superficial,
unauditable
or otherwise
flawed,
largely
because the information
necessary
to
perform
an adequate
study is not available
to Bell
(or other carriers)."
The Commission

believes

that

"the adoption
of an improved
accounting
system
would permit
the Bell System to file
lawful
rates
in a timely
manner with adequate
cost support."
L/"Cost
of service"
usually
includes
all expenses necessary
to
including
operation
and mainprovide
the required
service,
amortization
expenses,
taxes,
and an
tenance,
depreciation,
Specific
services
in the
allowance
for the use of capital.
telecommunications
industry
include
local
exchange service,
long-distance
message telecommunications
service,
etc.

8

According
to a Commission
official,
with
AT&T has been unable to present
adequate
tariffed
services
for over 20 years.
The Commission
is
of system revision

in the

some exceptions,
cost support
for

its

midst

In addition
to the Commission's
own statements
regarding
inadequacies
of the existing
Uniform
System of Accounts,
two
consulting
firms
reviewed
and commented on it in the midUnder a Federal
contract,
a national
public
accounting
1970s.
firm assessed
the system's
effectiveness
and, in March 1974,
concluded
that the current
system could not determine
and
The firm
assess the costs of separate
telephone
services.
identified
the need for a computerized,
fully
integrated
uniform
data system capable
of providing
several
matrices
of
revenues
and costs by such bases as cost of service
categories, class of customers,
function,
product,
and others.
Also,
in June 1975 the Commission
awarded another
contract
to study the information
requirements
of the Common
In its August 1976 report,
the contractor
Carrier
Bureau.
recommended a data base approach
to changing
the system;
costs would be traced
to a service
or group of services
and
assigned
to accounts
representing
specific
technical
or busiThe contractor
also proposed
that existing
ness functions.
expense and telephone
plant
accounts
be redefined
to more
closely
match a functional
type of organization.
adopted a Notice
of ProIn June 1978, the Commission
"Revision
of Accounts
and Financial
posed Rulemaking
entitled
The notice
outlined
a
Reporting
for Telephone
Companies."
proposal
l/ for extensively
revising
the Uniform
System of
and recordkeeping
and reportAccounts, -the data collection,
The Commission
ing requirements
for telephone
companies.
set forth
several
objectives
for a new system:
--"It
will
including
reporting."

form the basis for financial
reports,
both balance
sheet and income statement

l-/The notice
consisted
of a portion
narrating
the origin,
nature,
and deficiencies
of the existing
system and the
it discussed
many related
issues
goals of the revision;
Attached
appendixes
were:
on which comment was invited.
(A) Existing
Chart of Accounts
for Class A and B Telephone
Companies;
(B) Fully
Distributed
Cost Implementation
Manual;
(D) Proposed Revised Uniform
System
(C) Separations
Manual;
of Accounts-Revenue Accounts;
(E) Primary
Allocation
Records-- Revenues and Traffic
Items;
and (F) Allocation
Procedures
for a Cost Accounting
System.
9

--"It
will
serve as a data
managerial
decisionmaking
reports
by the carriers.
--

for
base and a foundation
management
and internal

"It will
provide
sufficiently
detailed
disaggregated
cost and revenue information
for derivation
of costs
and revenues
of individual
services
and rate elements,
for pricing
decisions
and other managerial
decisionmaking by the carriers.

--"It
similarly
will
provide
detailed
disaggregated
cost and revenue information
for derivation
of costs
and revenues
of individual
services
and rate elements
for rate review and continuing
surveillance
purposes
of this Commission
(and other regulatory
bodies which
adopt the revisions)
and provide-a
basis for rate
prescriptions,
where appropriate.
-- "It will
facilitate
the
interstate
and intrastate
tional
separations').

breakdown of costs between
jurisdictions
('jurisdic-

--

"It will
permit
analysis
of facility
and plant
including
studies
of the causes for
utilization,
each category
of expenditure
and review of service
quality
and service
efficiency.

--

"It will
be structured
so as to allow for regulatory
and independent
auditinq
and tracing
of questioned
(Underscoring
added.)
entries."

Initial
and reply
comments were due on January
15, 1979,
As of June 1979, more than
and March 15, 1979, respectively.
In addition,
a number
70 parties
had filed
written
comments.
of interested
parties
participated
in a Commission-sponsored
September
1978 public
meeting.
staff
prepared
After
analyzing
the comments, Commission
a draft
Supplemental
Notice
of Proposed Rulemaking
to further
clarify
issues and request
additional
comments on the proposed
system.
The Commission
adopted the supplemental
notice
on
August 1, 1979.
Although
the Commission
has begun to revise
the Uniform
the road ahead is still
quite
long.
System of Accounts,
Commission
staff
members have stated
it must have a final
a promise
made to
system adopted by June 30, 1980, to fulfill
the Congress
in 1978 to begin implementing
the new system on
Installation
of the new system,
as currently
January
1, 1981.
will
take 3 years.
envisioned,

10

AT&T is

also

developing

a new system --

the Commission
recognized
that AT&T had
In its notice,
been working
for some years on a large,
complex Functional
The Commission,
however,
noted that AT&T's
Accounting
System.
new system
was intended
to provide
cost information
along
functional
lines,
but not by specific
service--at
least
in the
The Commission
asked for comments on how its
initial
stages.
proposed
revised
system
would fit
with the system
being
developed
by AT&T.
THE CONGRESS IS ALSO INTERESTEDIN AN IMPROVED SYSTEM
Congressional
interest,
beginning
in 1976 with a general
inquiry
into the effect
of competition
on the telecommunications
industry,
has evolved
into the introduction
of major
legislation
in both the Senate and House to restructure
the
While the proposed
legislation
Communications
Act of 1934.
and hearings
addressed
many facets
of telecommunications
considerable
inquiry
and testimony
focused
on
policy
issues,
system to accomplish
the possible
need for a cost accounting
the goals of increased
competition.
Proposals
for statutory
change appear as H.R.3333,
S.611,
and S.622.
While somewhat different
approaches
are presented,
commonalities
exist
between the bills'
goals regarding
lessening of Federal
regulation
and increased
reliance
upon market
which i.s s:apported
by the indusforces.
The general
intent,
is to maintain
rlniversal
service
while seeking
diversifitry,
Two of
cation
of telephone
and information
service
markets.
system
specifically
the bills
would mandate a new accounting
designed
to identify
the cost by specific
service,
distinguishing
between competitive
and noncompetitive
services.
(See app. I.)
Perhaps the most often
expressed
congressional
concern
is
the potential
for cross-subsidizing
competitive
services
by
monopoly services
and predatory
pricing
by dominant
carriers.
Remedies were proposed
in the form of
--physical
separation
of ownership,
operation,
or management of companies
offering
both competitive
and
either
by use of separate
subsidimonopoly services,
aries
(S.611)
or arms rlength
relationships
(H.R.3333)
and
---financial
separation
of costs by means
tive
revised
accounting
system.
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of

an innova-

During hearings
on the proposed
legislation,
considerable
debate was heard over which approach
would be better,
or
whether
a combination
of both would be required.
The following excerpts
from congressional
testimony
discuss
these two
approaches:
“We understand
the purpose of that requirement--that
is, to preclude
cross subsidy--and
we recognize
an obligation
to demonstrate
that our monopoly
services
do not subsidize
our competitive
services.
But rigorous,
closely
supervised
accounting
systems
would seem to me sufficient
to this end.”
(Chairman,
AT&T)
“The creation
of separate
corporate
entities
with
distinct
facilities
and distinct
personnel
aids
regulation
by making it easier
to identify
costs
that are allocable
to distinct
services
and to
detect
and remedy discrimination
among competing
carriers.
Such reorganizations,
however,
may
result
in significant
costs.
In certain
cases
rigorous
accounting
measures might serve as an
adequate
substitute
for maximum separation.
In
other cases accounting
requirements
might complement a requirement
of maximum separation.”
(Chairman
of the
Commission)
‘* * *separate
subsidiaries
cannot solve the problem
without
rigorous
accounting
procedures,
and may
be unnecessary
with such procedures.”
(Interested
party)
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CHAPTER4
OUTLOOKFOR IMPLEMENTATIONAND USE OF THE NEW SYSTEM
Agreement on the need for a revised Uniform System of
Accounts for the telephone industry
is widespread,
and new
legislation
may greatly
increase the system's importance.
Yet, unless a myriad of problems is solved, we believe that
the outlook is dim for early implementation--or
effective
use-of the new system as proposed by the Federal Communications
Commission.
Our outlook is based on
--weaknesses in the Commission's approach to developing
the system and planning for its implementation,
--concerns
raised by State regulatory
commissions
some aspects of the proposed system, and

about

--criticisms
sentatives

repre-

voiced to the Commission by industry
and other interested
parties.

THE COMMISSIONNEEDS TO IMPROVE
ITS APPROACHTO DEVELOPINGAND
IMPLEMENTINGTHE REVISED SYSTEM
Although the initial
effort
to develop a revised Uniform
System of Accounts began about 4 years ago, it is evident from
reactions
to the initial
proposal that much remains to be
done. Because of weaknesses in the Commission's approach to
developing
the revised system and gaps in its planning for
future needs, finalization
of the revised'system
is languishing and the Commission is not in a good position
to effectively
use it-- if and when it is implemented.
Weaknesses in the Commission's
approach to development
The Commission's approach to developing
a revised Uniform
System of Accounts for the telephone industry
has been characterized by
--a

lack of continuous
overall direction
and coordination of system development by a high-level
official;

--limited
involvement of the Commission's accounting
staff even though it has formal responsibility
for
system revision;
--assignment
of various
and fragmented basis;

staff
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members on a sporadic

--lack
of involvement
many of the system's
Commission;
and

during
system conceptualization
ultimate
users within
the

by

--minimal
contact
with representatives
of State regulathe regulated
industry,
and other
tory commissions,
interested
parties
during
system conceptualization.
While any one of these characteristics
has some adverse effect
on system revision,
their
collective
impact will
likely
be
severe and if not corrected,
will
militate
against
timely
and
effective
development
of the revised
system.
Commission
individuals
from various
offices
and disciplines
have been involved
in developing
the revised
system.
In October
1976, a cost analysis
task force was formed within
the Commission
to begin work on three areas--the
Uniform
System of Accounts,
implementing
newly adopted cost allocation
principles,
and recommending
changes in the depreciation
the
task
force prepared
several
products,
rules.
During 1977,
including
a rough draft
of a proposed
new system of accounts.
Over time,
some original
task force members continued
to
be involved
with the effort,
others
dropped out, and some new
At the time of our review,
responsimembers became involved.
bility
for developing
the revised
system had been assumed by
but no one individual
had been formally
a few key individuals,
designated
as having overall
responsibility.
responsibility
for revisIn a formal
mission
statement,
ing or updating
the telephone
Unif,orm System of Accounts
is
assigned
to the Commission's
accounting
staff
(within
the
To date,
however,
the Bureau's
Common Carrier
Bureau).
economists
and lawyers
have played
the biggest
role in system
development,
while accountants
have played a very minor role.
We estimated
that the economics
staff
had accounted
for about
two-thirds
of the personnel
resources
to date,
whereas the
accounting
staff
had accounted
for only about 10 percent.
While we recognize
the value of involving
various
disciplines
we believe
that the Commission's
in system development,
accountants,
because of their
important
perspective,
should
be more heavily
involved
in developing
a revised
accounting
system.
staff
involvement
appeared
sporadic
and fragIn general,
mented.
We identified
34 individuals
who represented
six
offices
within
the Commission
who have been involved
in develSome were assigned
to the effort
as
oping the revised
system.
were not involved
until
as
early
as October
1976, while others
for a few months or less.
late as May 1979; most were involved
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In developing
the revised
system,
the major investments
have been for the Commission's
personnel
resources
and for
contr.actual
services.
The Commission
did not have formal
records
of personnel
costs but we estimated
such costs at
That figure
was based on typical
salary
costs
about $220,000.
for the time Commission
staff
spent on the project
through
We did not attempt
to estimate
other costs,
such
June 1979.
as fringe
benefits
or overhead.
In addition,
a contractor's
study cost about $130,000.
Eventual
users of the system within
the Commission
were
involved
only minimally
in conceptualizing
the system as proAlthough
some users
posed in the Commission's
initial
notice.
were involved
in system conceptualization,
many--including
some with rate review
responsibilities--were
not.
Without
precisely
defining
user needs, a costly
and complex system
may be established
without
meeting
the needs of users of the
system within
the Commission
for rate review and other
regulatory responsibilities.
Another
factor
which may have impeded progress
in developing the revised
system was the lack of opportunity
at the
system conceptualization
stage for involvement
by State reguindustry
representatives,
and others.
latory
commissions,
Earlier
involvement
by the regulated
industry
and other
interested parties
could have given the Commission
a better
idea
of potential
issues
that might be faced as the system design
evolved.
We recognize
that in its regulatory
role,
the Commission
already
had general
knowledge
of the industry's
accounting
practices.
Moreover,
in the early
stages of system conceptualization,
Commission
officials
made brief
visits
to selected
offices
of AT&T and one major independent
to further
their
However,
the
understanding
of existing
accounting
practices.
system as proposed
in the initial
notice
was conceptualized
largely
in isolation
from the State commissions
and industry.
(See pp. 17-19.)
Gaps in planning
for implementation
and use of revised
system
Even after
the final
system design
is complete,
if it
to be of value,
the Commission
will
need to be in a position
For example,
to implement
and use it.
--a

systematic
consistent

way of assuring
that reported
and reliable
is needed,

--necessary
resources
tively
and efficiently

should be available
process
the data
15

data
to effecreported,

is

is

and

--system
users
At the time
mal planning

outputs
need to be specified
within
the Commission.
the
of our review,
for these needs.

Commission

for

the

system's

had done only

mini-

The Commission
has only limited
resources
for auditing
the reliability
and consistency
of data to be-reported
under
With a total
current
audit
staff
of only
the revised
system.
16, Commission
officials
complain
that they are not now in a
position
to audit
data reported
in the detail
they prefer.
Audits
of major companies
have been performed
less than once
The new
every 10 years and are usually
of limited
scope.
system will
presumably
be much more complex and require
more
extensive
audit
capabilities.
Considering
its relatively
limited
audit
capability
to
the Commission may need to look to
review
the new system,
audit
techniques,
to
other viable
means, such as computerized
The Commonitor
the system's
implementation
and operation.
mission
recognizes
the importance
of being able to audit
the
system and has asked for comments on additional
measures that
should be built
into the system to further
enhance auditing
and entry
verification
in this age of computer-maintained
Yet the Commission
had not decided
what approach
accounts.
nor had it begun to plan for the resources
that
to follow,
would be needed to assure that the data to be reported
is
consistent
and reliable.
Since it will
be a new system,
telephone
companies
using
it will
not necessarily
interpret
the specified
accounts
nor
Assuring
that
necessarily
implement
the system uniformly.
the resulting
data is consistent
and reliable
under these
conditions
requires
that more audit
attention
be given to a
new system than one that has been in use for many years.
Since the proposed
system is based extensively
on computerized
concepts
and envisions
computer-oriented
inputs,
the Commission
must have the necessary
computer
capabilities
While it may not be possible
to process
the reported
data.
to determine
exactly
the new computer
requirements
until
final
design,
the concepts
proposed
envision
rather
massive computer
additional
personnel
may be needed to
resources.
For example,
develop
the necessary
computer
software,
and if computer
hardware is needed,
the leadtime
to develop
specifications
and
procure
the hardware
can require
several
years.
Although
the Commission's
5-year plan for information
processing
listed
a very general
project
regarding
the proneither
those officials
involved
in system
posed new system,
revision
nor those with data processing
responsibilities
had
done any substantive
planning
as to the computer-related
aspects
of the new system.
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Although
some of the ultimate
system users within
the
Commission
were involved
in conceptualization,
the users had
not been asked to design
outputs
to meet specific
needs.
If
adequate
and timely
attention
is not given to the probable
outputs,
the new system may not be designed
to produce
the
type of reports
needed.
STATE REGULATORY COMMISSIONS
IDENTIFIED PROBLEMS
most State regulatory
commissions
require
the
Currently,
same Uniform
System of Accounts
as the Federal
Communications
Commission
prescribes.
If they are unable or unwilling
to use
the revised
system,
the regulated
companies may be forced
to
Moreover,
maintain
and report
under more than one system.
since four-fifths
of telephone
business
is subject
to State
rate regulation,
and since the Federal
Communication's
proposed system would develop
costs of services
for that portion
of the business,
State views are extremely
important.
During
system conceptualization,
the Commission
did not
hold any special
meetings
or workshops
with State representatives
to assure that accounting
and reporting
requirements
would be coordinated.
But the National
Association
of Regulatory Utility
Commissioners,
which represented
State commissions,
and eight
individual
commissions
commented to the
Federal
Communications
Commission
on the proposed
revision
of the system.
the National
Association
of Regulatory
In its response,
Utility
Commissioners
pointed
out that it would not be "reato have a single
telephone
company subject
sonably
possible"
to two or more conflicting
Uniform
Systems of Accounts
and,
therefore,
the current
Federal
system was now essentially
prescribed
by every State.
Accordingly,
the Association
believed
it was of the utmost importance
that the current
system at the Federal
level
be revised
in cooperation
with
the States.
To satisfactorily
resolve
problems
which the
Association
believed
were evident
in the initial
proposal,
it suggested
that a series
of working
sessions
be held for
representatives
of the Federal
Communications
Commission
and
State staffs.
In addition
to reviewing
State comments, we sent a questionnaire
to 53 regulatory
commissions
representing
the 50
States,
the District
of Columbia,
Puerto Rico, and the Virgin
Islands,
to obtain
more specific
reactions
to aspects
of the
proposed
revision
as described
in the Notice
of Proposed Rulemaking.
We received
replies
from 40 commissions,
but some
did not answer all the questions.
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In responses
to the questionnaire,
these commissions
endorsed
the need for system revision;
29 of 40 responding
agreed that some need existed
to revise
the current
system.
On the other hand, the responding
commissions
also identified
potentially
major problems.
These included
inadequate
participation
in system development
by State commissions,
reservations
about the extent
to which they may adopt the revised
system,
and possible
difficulties
in handling
the computer
implications
of the new system.
The State and other
regulatory
commissions
expressed
Of 22 answering
concern over their
level
of participation.
the question,
only 3 were satisfied
with their
participation,
8 termed their
participation
borderline,
and 11 were either
dissatisfied
or very dissatisfied.
Even when they do participate,
State and other commissions have reservations
about what their
impact was or will
be eventually.
Of 22 answering
the question,
only 3 believed
their
participation
would have any impact,
while 12 believed
The remaintheir
impact would be minor,
very minor,
or nil.
ing seven said it was too early
to judge.
the State and other
regulaAt the time of our survey,
tory commissions
expressed
doubt about the extent
to which
Only 7 of the 40
they expected
to adopt the revised
system.
said they expected
to adopt the system totally
and another
12
said they expected
to adopt most aspects
of the system;
but 7
said they would make only limited
use of the system or none
at all.
The remaining
14 commissions
said they would decide
later.
Because the revised
system as proposed
is based on computer concepts
and envisions
computerized
input,
we asked the
State and regulatory
commissions
whether
they would prefer
to
Of 38 who anreceive
input
from industry
in this
format.
swered the question,
33 said they preferred
manually
prepared
rather
than computerized
input,
which indicates
that the
States may not agree with one major feature
of the proposed
system.
The responses
concerning
the State commissions'
overall
perception
of the revised
system in cost-benefit
terms indiA total
of 38 responcate perhaps
the most serious
problem.
11 of which said they had no basis for
ded to the question,
making a judgment.
Of the other
27 expressing
an opinion,
19 believed
the total
costs of the new system would probably
outweigh
the benefits
to some degree.
The composite
results
of the questionnaire
are included
as appendix
III
of this report.
We believe
that the
18

coupled with comments filed with the
questionnaire
results,
Federal Communications Commission, clearly
indicate
a need
for more meaningful Federal-State
communication as the system
revision
proceeds.
If not, State and other regulatory
commissions which have the power to regulate rates for fourfifths
of the industry
may be faced with a Federal
system
that they cannot or do not understand or want.
Or if the
Federal system
is not considered workable at the State level,
the industry
may be required
to maintain and report under
more than one system.
COMMENTSSUBMITTEDTO THE COMMISSION
IDENTIFIED OTHER PROBLEMS
In response to its Notice of Proposed Rulemaking, the
Commission received over 1,600 pages of comments from more
Very few respondents questioned the need
than 70 parties.
for a revised system or quarreled
with its objectives;
however, the proposal was heavily criticized.
The fact that a proposal for such a major change in a
longstanding
regulatory
system
elicited
strong reactions
from
the industry
and other affected parties
is not surprising.
Overall,
the comments indicate
that the Commission must deal
with a large number of issues before the final version of the
In this
revised system can be effectively
put in place.
notice
regard, the Commission's August 1, 1979, supplemental
addressed many of the issues
raised by those who commented on
the initial
notice;
the Commission had not yet received comments on the supplemental
notice at the close of our review.
Some major criticisms
of the Commission's proposed system as described in the initial
notice are discussed below.
Selected excerpts from the comments received by the Commission are included in appendix II.
We did not attempt to
assess the validity
of all comments received.
Based on the initial
related to

notice,

--the excessive complexity
proposed system and

two major criticisms
and attendant

frames for implementation,
to be much too optimistic.

--time

cost of the

which were considered

Other criticisms
included the lack of defined reporting
requirements
and the need to better define the relationship
between the proposed new system and other unresolved
issues.
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Proposed

system

could

be complex

and costly

The proposed
system would increase
the number of the
industry’s
accounts
from 240 to an estimated
several
thousand.
One small firm interpreted
the system as possibly
requiring
a
much larger
number--perhaps
millions--of
sub-accounts.
Most
respondents
considered
this
level
of detail
excessive,
particularly
for smaller
firms.
The proposed
system was also criticized
because nonaccounting--that
is, statistical
--records
would be required
to
be part of it.
While respondents
generally
agreed that such
nonaccounting
records
were an integral
part of the informational
data base system,
many argued that all nonfinancial
data should be maintained
in a separate
record
to protect
the
and
verifiable
nature
of
the
financial
historical,
fixed,
The concern was that the integrity
of the financial
accounts.
accounting
system not be destroyed.
The proposed
system would also rely heavily
on computerized techniques
, possibly
requiring
regulated
firms
and State
commissions
which adopt the revised
system to acquire
new or
more sophisticated
computer
systems.
For example,
information
Many
would have to be reported
on computer-oriented
media.
companies,
particularly
smaller
independents,
said they did
not have the necessary
computer
capabilities
to implement
the
proposed
system.
Even AT&T and some of the larger
independents had serious
reservations
about the data processing
implications
of the proposed
system.
In the opinions
of many respondents,
the huge increase
the inclusion
of nonaccounting
in the number of accounts,
records,
and more sophisticated
data processing
concepts
Because the system was
would significantly
increase
costs.
well-formulated
estimates
were not
not completely
described,
provided
but various
cost estimates
were made by both large
Estimates
ranged from general
terms,
and small independents.
to specific
estimates
as high as
such as "very substantial,"
Concern was also expressed
that these costs
$25 million.
would ultimately
be borne by consumers.
While AT&T did not provide
an estimate
of the costs that
might be associated
with implementing
the proposed
system,
it
did say the cost incurred
to date for developing
and implementing
its Functional
Accounting
System was over -$400 million.
Moreover,
AT&T officials
have stated
that the total
cost to
implement
the Functional
Accounting
System would eventually
While these figures
undoubtedly
include
exceed $800 million.
some costs which may have been incurred
even without
developing a new system,
AT&T is of the opinion
that the Commission's
proposed
system is much more detailed
and complex than the
system it already
has under development.
20

We did not attempt
to verify
the estimates
by
independents
or the costs incurred
by AT&T for its Functional
In its notice,
the Commission
did recogAccounting
System.
nize that its proposed
new system might appear burdensome,
but no estimates
of anticipated
costs to the industry
were
made.
In deciding
on final
system design,
the Commission
will
need to weigh the important
goals being sought against
the costs that will
be associated
with the system's
implementation.
Time frames for industry
mav be too ootimistic

implementation

As stated
in the previous
chapter,
the Federal
Communications
Commission
has a goal of 1981 for beginning
a 3-year
implementation
of the revised
system.
Sev-ral
respondents
from the regulated
industry
said they would have difficulty
implementing
the revised
system in their
company within
this
period.
While some simply
stated
that the time frame was
generally
too short,
others
made specific
projections
which
ranged up to 15 years.
Again AT&T did not specifically
comment on the time that
would be required
for implementation,
but it did express
general
concern.
In other
statements,
AT&T officials
have
discussed
the extended
time frames for implementing
the Functional
Accounting
System which is now being developed.
Work
on that system was initiated
in 1973, but the Commission
believes
that it will
not be able to produce
information
by
cost of specific
service
until
the late 1980s.
Many factors,
some controllable
and others
not, will
enter
into the actual
time frame for implementing
a revised
system.
However,
the comments concerning
the possible
difficulties
in proposed
time frames should be noted by the Congress and others
who may be relying
on early
implementation
of a revised
system.
Other

issues

need to be resolved

Respondents
to the Commission's
Notice
of Proposed Rulemaking on the Uniform
System of Accounts
expressed
concern
about various
other
issues,
some of which also relate
to the
complexity,
cost,
and time frames to implement
a revised
system.
Other major issues' raised
by respondents
related
to
a need to:
--Define

reasonable

reporting

--Arrive
various

at acceptable
methods
services.
Currently,
21

requirements

for

industry.

for allocating
costs
a draft
manual

to

describing
officially
to revision.

a method
approved

exists,
by the

but it has not yet been
Commission
and is subject

--Determine
how the revised
Uniform
System of Accounts
will
affect
the "separations"
procedures.
According
telephone
property
costs are apto those procedures,
portioned
among interstate
operations,
subject
to the
jurisdiction
of the Federal
Communications
Commission,
and among the intrastate
operations,
subject
to the
The
jurisdiction
of several
State regulatory
bodies.
separations
process
is carried
out following
standard
reference
to the existprocedures
which make specific
ing system and therefore,
might need to be revised.
While briefly
stated
above, each of these issues,
individually,
is complex and involved,
and the Commission
has
addressed
each to some extent
in both its initial
and supplemental notice
regarding
the proposed
new system.
But the
Commission
will
need to continue
to address
these issues
as
it revises
the system.
COMMISSION'S MANAGEMENT PROBLEMS WERE
POINTED OUT IN A PREVIOUS REPORT
In this
report,
we discuss
the lack of continuous
overall
direction
and coordination
of system development
by a high
level
official.
The problems
we noted in that regard are
similar
to those described
in our July 30, 1979, report
to the
Chairman,
Subcommittee
on Communications,
Senate Committee
on
and Transportation
L/ in which we stated:
Commerce, Science,
"AS is

FCC's Chairman,
most bureau
FCC find
themselves
unable
to devote the close attention
required
to ensure
These officials
need to
effective
management.
provide
for alternative
organizational
arrangements
to ensure that important
management functions
are
not neglected.
This is particularly
true because
the Commission
has traditionally
looked to the
heads of operating
bureaus and major offices
for
and leadership
in the formulaexpertise,
counsel,
This expert
adviser
tion of substantive
policy.
role of the bureau and office
heads continues
to
be emphasized
under the present
Chairman and
Commission."
and

the

office

case

chiefs

with

at

l/"Organizing
the Federal
Communications
Commission
Greater
Management and Regulatory
Effectiveness,"
79-107.
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for
CED-

The previous report found that coordination
and
communication between bureau and division
chiefs and among
division
chiefs was lacking and, in general,
firm, unified,
We believe that this
and effective
direction
was absent.
situation
is comparable to our current findings
that involvement by many of the ultimate
users within the Commission during the systems conceptualization
stage was lacking.
This review found that the Commission had not yet addressed how it can assure consistent
and reliable
data in view
of its limited
audit capability
nor what computer resources-revised
people I computer hardware, and computer software--the
Here again, similar problems were pointed
system may require.
out in the previous report.
"Effective
management
control
of FCC's staff
bureau management is
a planning process.
objectives
or setting
has little
assurance
tions and performance
with its desires."
*

*

through central,
explicit
by the Commission and
weakened by the absence of
Without setting
goals and
priorities,
the Commission
that organizational
direcare or will be congruent
*

*

*

"To ensure that an agency's ADP activities
are
consistent
with its overall
objectives,
it is
important
for high level officials
to take a
comprehensive view of ADP management. Specifically,
it is important
for top agency management
to be involved in setting ADP objectives,
stratand
priorities
and
in
controlling
and
egy I
reviewing program performance.
"We found, however, that the Commission does not
set objectives
and priorities
for the data automation program nor does it review program performance except through-the
budget process.
This
review of FCC's budget does not, however, provide
the Commission with an effective
means for ensuring that ADP resources are being used to best
achieve FCC's overall
objectives."
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CHAPTER ,5
CONCLUSIONS, RECOMMENDATIONS, AND
COMMISSION COMMENTS
CONCLUSIONS
Federal
regulatory
policy
Over the past several
years,
for the domestic
telecommunications
industry
has placed
increasing
emphasis on achieving
a more competitive
environNow some members of the Congress are pushing
for some
ment.
in stages over the
deregulation
of the industry --possibly
Although
policy
on the future
extent,
nature,
next few years.
and duration
of Federal
regulation
has yet to be decided,
in
the near future
the industry
will
continue
to include
both
monopolistic
and competitive
segments.
In such an environsystem the Federal
Government
prescvibes
ment, the accounting
for the telephone
industry
will
likely
be a key aspect of any
new or modified
regulatory
mechanism.
The Uniform
System of Accounts
being revised
by the
Federal
Communications
Commission
has as a primary
goal an
ability
to determine
the cost of specific
services
offered
by
including
the regulators,
the industry.
Interested
parties-the regulated,
and others--agree
that,
in the current
environment, this
ability
is greatly
needed.
Theoretically,
this
ability
would permit
the Commission
and others
to review
the
reasonableness
of rates charged
for the specific
services.
It would also allow them to determine
whether
rates
for
monopolistic
services
are set higher
than related
costs and
allowed
return
as a means of cross-subsidizing
rates
charged
for competitive
services.
In fact,
many of the benefits
being sought in revising
In addition,
the Commisthe system have considerable
merit.
sion's
objective
of developing
a system capable
of identifying cost by specific
service
is in line with pertinent
sections
of bills
introduced
in the Congress to amend or
We do not take exceprewrite
the Commissions
Act of 1934.
tion to the Commission's
goals or the intended
benefits
of
revising
the system.
We have not attempted
to reach final
conclusions
on the
technical
substance
of the proposed
system since it was still
We do believe
the Commission's
subject
to modification.
approach
to system development
has been weakened by the
Also,
desabsence of effective
direction
and coordination.
and regardless
of the form the new
pite
its laudable
goals,
the Commission
needs to pay close attention
system takes,
early
to important
practical
considerations
which will
bear
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heavily
of the

on the system's
information
the

implementation
system produces.

and the

use and value

Without
this attention
to practical
considerations,
misconceptions
may arise
about the time,
cost,
and problems
that
will
be associated
with the system's
implementation
and use.
We question
whether
adequate
attention
has yet been given to
the following
considerations:
--The specific
users within

needs of the revised
the Commission.

system's

intended

--The Commission's
plans and capabilities
to monitor
information
that will
be reported
to assure its
reliability
and consistency.
--The level
of resources,
particularly
for data processing,
that the Commission
will
need to efficiently
and effectively
process
reported
information.
--The potential
missions
if
--The reporting
to follow.

problems
faced by State regulatory
comthey are to adopt the revised
system.
requirements

that

the

industry

will

need

--The impact of the new system on other
related
issues,
such as existing
separations
procedures
whereby telephone property
costs are apportioned
between interstate
and intrastate
operations,
and methods of allocating
cost to various
telephone
services.
While these matters
have been addressed
to some extent,
the
amount of attention
given them needs to be increased
if desired
goals are to be achieved
within
expected
time frames.
Just what are the current
expectations
regarding
for implementing
a revised
system?
The Commission
that the system's
implementation
could be expected
if appropriate
and timely
by early
1981.
However,
not taken regarding
the practical
matters
discussed
the Commission's
planned
time frame for implementation
use of the revised
Uniform
System of Accounts
will
overly
optimistic.

the time
has stated
to begin
action
is
above,
and
prove to be

These important
matters
must be resolved
at the same time
If early
implementation
of
the system itself
is finalized.
this
system remains an important
goal of the Congress and the
Commission
in forming
Federal
regulatory
policy,
a wellcoordinated
development
and implementation
approach
will
be
essential.
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RECOMMENDATIONS TO CHAIRMAN, FEDERAL
COMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION
We recommend
--Formally
provide
monitor

that

appoint
continuing
progress

the

Chairman:

a sufficiently
and consistent
being achieved.

--Assign
phases

responsibility
of development

--Define
revised

the specific
needs
system within
the

high-level
direction

official
and to

within
the Commission
and implementation.
of intended
Commission.

users

for

to

all

of the

--Improve
the mechanism and procedures
for coordination
with State regulatory
commissions
to avoid imposing
duplicate
accounting
and reporting
burdens on the
industry.
--Assess
the resource
needs of the Commission
to provide
an appropriate
level
of monitoring
and to effectively
and efficiently
use reported
information
after
system
development.
--Explain
how system development
will
be coordinated
with other major actions
which may be required,
such
as revising
separations
procedures
and determining
appropriate
cost allocation
methodologies.
--Identify
the reporting
will
need to follow.

requirements

that

the

industry

COMMISSION COMMENTS
The Commission
stated
that our report
was critical,
but
the Commission
believed
our
Therefore,
very constructive.
report
would be useful
in the future
development
of the Uniform System of Accounts.
To alleviate
many of the deficiencies
the Commission
said it would take
report,
managerial
steps:

discussed
in this
the following

--Establish
a task force,
headed by a senior
staff
member and composed of individuals
with appropriate
background
and expertise,
to design
the revised
system.
--Make development
of
schedule
a priority

an appropriate
implementation
assignment
of the task force.
26

--Require
regular
progress
reports
to divisi.on
chief’s
and the deputy
chief
for policy
to ensure
that
the
Commission's
overall
goals
are accommodated
and that
.appropriate
coordination
is maintained
among related
major
actions.
--Direct
thG task
force
to develop,
as soon as possihlc,
a management
paper
defining
the output
that
the vari-.
ous users
of the accounting
system
require,
keeping
in
mind the priority
to be accorded
each of these
need:..
--Direct
the task
force
to evaluate
the procedurai
options
and outline
steps
that
will
ensure
that
appro,priate
input
from
the industry
and State
regulators
will
be obtained.
in

its

The Commission's
response
to
entirety
as appendix
IV.
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our

draft

report

is

inc.Li.:r?c!d

EXCERFlSFRCMBILlSINIR~
AM3NDmREwR1TETHE CO?+mICAT1CNs
ACT OF 1934 DURING
96th CONGRESS,1st SESSICN

S 611

HR 3333

Rep. Lionel Van Deerlin
c-1.)
Rep. James M. Collins
(R-Texas)
Rep. James T. Broyhill
(R-N.C.)

Sen. Ernest F. Hollings
@s-c*>
Sen.HowardCannon

TITLE:

Canmmicatims

Cmnunicatims
Act
Fllmdmnts of 1979

Telecamunicatims
Capetition and Deregulation Act
of 1979

FINDINGS AND
PURIYXEOF
BILL

"SEC. 101. (a) The Congress
hereby finds that the
regulation of interstate
and
foreign telecamunicatims
is
necessary, to the extent
marketplace forces are
deficient,
in order to (1) make available to the
people of the United States
natimwide and worldwide
telecamunicatims
services
which are diverse, reliable,
and efficient,
and which are
universally
available at

"SEC. 102. To amend sectim 101 of the 1934 Act
"For the
as follows:
purpose of making available,
so far as possible, to all
the people of the United
States, rapid, efficient,
natia-twide and worldwide
telecamunicatims
services
with adequate facilities
at reasonable charges; for
the purpose of the national
defense; for the purpose of
promoting safety of life

"SEC. 2. (a) Ihe Congress
finds that - (1) recent
advances in technology are
making possible diverse
telecammicaticm
services
which were previmsly
unavailable to the public;
(2) mrketplace canpetition
can be the most efficient
regulator of the provisim
of telecannmicatlms
services; and (3) judicial
interpretations
of certain
decisions of the Federal

9zExcerpts are fran t
the close of our rc

11s as originally
iew.

SPONSORS

z

S 622

!!2?2odore
(R-Alaska)

Act of 1979

introduced.

'II

Congress

Sen.BarryColdwater
(R-Ariz.)
Sen. Harrisan Schnitt
(R+.M.)
Sen. Iarry Pressler
(R-S.D.)

Stevens

Ilad not

taken

final

lcticm on the bills

at

SUBJECT

FINDINGSAND
J?URPOSE
OF
BILL (Cm't.)

I

HR
3333
affordable rates; and (2)
n-eet the needs of United States
foreign policy, the national
defense, and the safety of
life and property (b) It is
the purpose of this Act to
establish certain requircmnts relating to the
regulation of interstate
and foreign telecamunicatims, which shall apply to
the extent that mrketplace
forces fail to protect the
public interest."

and property through the
use of telec amunicatim;
for the purpose of encmraging diversity
of amership and control of telecamunicatims
media and
canpetition amng telecanmmications media in the
provisicxl of telecamunicaticm and otherrredia
services; and for the
purpose of pranoting interstate and foreign conmrce
in telecamm icatims
equipment ati semice&*~"
SEC. 103. To amend sect&
102 of the 1934 Act as
follms:
'?!%e Cangress finds an4
declares that, whereas
modern efficient
intrrexchange telecatmmic:~tims
semices and facili.ties
are
essential to interstate
and foreign camuerce and
whereas technologi~il
advances have led to a
convergence of interexchange tclecurmm ications
services and facilities,
such that it is no longer
possible to distinguish
between interstate
inter-

Ccmmnicatiaw Cmrnissim
have created uncertainty and
instability
in the telecammications
industry.
(b) It is the purpose of
this Act to - (1' Llarify
telecamunicaticxts
policy
in light of changing
technologies; and (2)
eliminate and reduce certain
form of rewlatim
which
may hinder the future
advancemnt of technology,
inhibit its availability
to
the American people, or
which are otherwise no
lmger necessary."

HR 3333

E’INDINGSAND
PURPOSEOF
BILL (Can't.)

S 611

interexchange telecamnmications sinply on the
basis of State boundaries
without creating artificial
and irrational
barriers, which are a
burden on interstate
and
foreign carmrce and
rJhich will reduce the
benefits otherwise accruing to the public, the
provisions of this Act
shall apply to and the
Camksmn /Federal
Camunicatik
Camissim7
shall exercise jurisdic-ticn with respect to: all
interexchange and internatiaral
telecamunications
%5*; all camm-ce in telecumunicatims
and
electronics
equipllent and
softservices, informtim
ware, and information
services;%++: and all
persons engaged within
the United States in such
te lecor;rmnicat i~c$kk< - "

S 622

S 622

SPECIFIC TITLE

TITLE III-TEUX0N??WATXX'JS
CARRIERRECUIATKM

--

FINDINGSAND
PURPOSE

"SEC. 311. (a) The Congress
hereby declares that it is
the purpose of this title
to assure that the people
of the United States have
available, at reasmable
rates, domestic and international telecamm ications
services which are reliable,
and diverse, and
efficient,
to assure that the econcxny,
general ~lfare,
and
security of the Nation will
benefit fran the continuing
improvements in telecmnlcations technology.
In
achieving such purpose,
cunpetitmn and the private
sector shall be relied upon
~ to the maxllnnn extent
possible to determine the
variety, quality,
and cost
of telecomun ications services and facilities.

TITLE II-IXNESTIC AND
INIERMTIONALTEXECC@MINICATIoNS: RURAL
TELECB!NlNICATIONS
DEYEIL%%lXC
"SEC. 201. (a) The
Congress hereby finds
and declares that(1) the basic goals
of the Ccmmmicatims
Act of 1934-a rapid,
efficient,
nationwide,
and worldwide canmnication service with
adequate facilities
at
reasonable chargesarc as valid today as
they were in 1934, and
that it is in the
public interest to
continue efforts to
attain these goals, as
the concepts of
; national and global
ccmunications needs
and services continue
to evolve;

TITLE II-filEiim
'IO
TITLE II - PRCMYI'IONOF
CXMFEXTIONIN AW
DEREGLTLATICN
OF 'IEIECCWLJNICATICWS
SERVICES
SEC. 201. To md
Title IT of the 1934 Act
by adding Sectim.225:
"(a) 'Ihe purposes of
this section are(1) to provide as soon
as practicable for mrketplace cmpetitim
in all telecmications
services ami
deregulatim
of such services
aft& a transition
period
blemmted
by the Cmmissitn;
(2) to ensure that the
,.&Gmm universal transmission capability
necessary to provide
basic voice-grade telephme service at reasonable
rates continues to be
available to all the
people of the United
States;
(3) to mximize the
availability
of

kLJ!3JEcr
FINDINGS AND
F’URPOSE (Cm’t.)

w
N

I

S 611

HR 3333
I
(b) kegulaticm
of telecatmmications
services
provided by carriers
in the
interexchange
telecmnications
service rrarket shall
be carried
out by the
;X& only
to the
Comnission,
extent necessary to protect
the consumers of teleccmmmications
services
provided by dominant
carriers.
The Camission
shall refrain
from
exercising
the authority
established
in this title
when the Cmnission
finds
that the purposes of
regulation
are no longer
served. ”

S 622
I

(4) current
and projected technological
developmmts
and opportunities
pranise a wide
range of alternative
telecamunicatims
and informtion
services
and
equipnt
capable of
being tailored
to satisfy
these increasingly
diverse
and specialized
consumer
needs ;
(5) the highly
integrated structure
and overall concentration
of
control
which characterized the United States
telccaimmicat
ions
industry
during the
development
of essentially
universal,
standardized Fplblic message
telephone
service do
not adequately
provide for
the treat ivity , technological
and service
innovation,
responsiveness
to consumer needs, operating efficiencies,
and
related
factors
required
to exploit
fully
current

telecamunicatims
k.kJ: &
to
services,
pramte
the provision
of
such services with
mxinum efficiency
,
flexibility,
and versatility;
(4) to prevent
predatory or anti c-tative practices
in the
provision
of telecamunications
services
that may
frustrate
mrketplacc
canpetition
in the
provision
of such services;
and
(5) to pramte
the
national
defense, the
damstic
econq,
United
States foreign policy,
and
the safety of life and
property.
(b)>h’ik (T)he Congress
declares
that the policy
of the United States is (1) to allow basic
voice-grade
telephone
service to be offered
and
provided as a regulated
mopoly
service
in local
telephone exchangec until

SuRJEcrr

FINDINCSAND
PURPOSE(Ccn't.)

HR 3333

S 611

and projected technological opportunities
*A+;
(6) selective dereg
ulaticn of nnny industries
leading to increased carr
petition ki& has already
produced significant
benefits 3&;
(7) further progress
in this direction
pranises increased
benefits :'rk'< 4 shaJld
be explicitly
encan-aged
through appropriate
statutory policies and
guidelines; and
(8) basic, universal,
lmost
public telecamunications
services
rmst and can be maintained in an environment
of increased canpetitiori,
through appropriate financial, regulatory,
and
procedural safeguards
incorporated in both
statutory policies and
industry relationships."
SEC. 203. To amend
Section 201 of the 1934
Act as follows:
"In order to fur&r
the rapid and continuing

S 622

appropriate State cam
missions determine that
canpetition will (i)
maintain reasonable rates
for basic voice-grade
telephtie service; and
~(ii) prarrke improved
service through new
technokogies;
(2) to assert Federal
jurisdiction
over all
mterexchange telecannunications services
provided by cm
carriers;
(3) to allu4 c(ILmy3n
carriers to provide both
the rmnopoly service and
other teleccmnunicaticlls
services while ensuring
that the revenues fran
the monopoly service are
not used to subsidize the
provision of other telecamunicatims
services
or other business
activities,
and the costs
of other telecamunicaticms services or other
business activities
are
not applied to the
monopoly service;"

I

m 3333

S 611

development of a wide
range of telecamunicatims
and information
services
and equipllent
that are responsive
to
evolving
public needs and
to enhance opportunities
for technological
innovation and operating
efficiencies,
it is
declared
to be the
policy
of the United
States that such services
and equipment be provided
under cmditions
of
full
and fair canpetitim,
to the maximm extent
feasible
+zc+:. Moreover,
where effective
and
publicly
beneficial
competition
is capable
of being developed,
but
does not presently
exist,
:‘&‘; such corrq>etit ion
/T&all7
be encouraged.
Where-a te lecamunications carrier
provides any
telecamunicatims
service
on a regulated,
nonccmpetitive
basis,
the
camm-ers
of such service
shall not bear the burden
of the costs of any canpetitive
venture undertaken by such carrier<?;-::.
T t shall
be presumd +zk?

p=
I
!

SUBJECT

HR 3333

FINDINGS AND
PURPOSE(Con’t.)

ACCOUNTING
REQurREMErJrs

S 611

s 622

that there are no basic
technological,
operational, or econanic
factors which would
preclude the provision
of any interexchange
telecannmications
service
under cmditions of effective cornpetition."
“SEC. 328. The
Ccmnission shall prescribe the forms of
accamts and records to
be filed with the Ccmmission by daninant carriers
and shall specify when the
forms shall be filed.
It
shall be unlawful for such
carriers to file forms other
than those prescribed by
the Cmissim."

SEC. 221. To amend Section
220 (a) of the 1934 Act
as follms:
"(1) The Camission
may, in its discretion,
prescribe the forms of
any and all acccunts,
records, and mrrmanda to
be kept by carriers subject
to this Act, including the
accamts, records, and
mmranda of the mvemnt of traffic,
as well
as of the receipts and
expenditures of nmeys.
(2) ?Jot later than
360 days fran the date of
enactmnt of the Cammications Act Armndmnts of
1979, the Carmission shall
prescribe guidelines of
general applicability

Toammdthe
1934 Act by adding Section 225(d) as follows:

SEC. 201.

“(1) ~Z?C (T)he
Ccmnissim
shall prescribe
such regulatiax
for
the transition
period as

my be necessary to
accomplish, not later
than 6 years after the date
of enactmnt of this section, the purposes and
policies stated in this
section.
S&ii
(2) M& Such regula-

ticms shall - .p~~~~,*&
(B) establish and
implant
an accamting
system that will
costs of services
in order to -

allocate
provided

suBJEcT

ACCmEING
EEQUIREXNE
(GxI’t.)

HFt 3333

S 611

relating
to accounts,
records,
and ~randa
for separate services
or separate products
which shall be designed
to assure a complete
allocation
of all costs
including
joint
and
ccmm costs between
non-canpetitive
services
and competitive
services
or products offered
by
any carrier . Such
guidelines
shall be
designed to accqlish
a coqlete
accounting
divestiture
of canpetitive
services
or products
frun the non-competitive
services
of such carrier.
.1-1-t.,
,\ I.,. I

S 622

(i) ensure that in
any case khere telecomrunicatiats
products or services
are provided by a carrier
which also provides
the
rzn~opoly service,
revenues
and costs attributable
to
the provision
of the
nxonopoly service and all
other services,
may be
separately
identified;
(ii)
furnish
information necessary to determine the appropriate
access charge for interconnectk
with the local
telephone exchange ; and
(iii)
provide such
other information
as the
Catnission
deems necessary
to carry out the purposes
and policies
stated in
this section.”
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EXCERPTSFROMTHE COMMISSION'S
NOTICE OF PROPOSEDRULEMAKING,
COMMENTS
FILED IN RESPONSE,AND

SUPPLEMENTALNOTICE OF PROPOSED
RULEMAKING
This appendix
cations

Commission's

of accounts

excerpts

(FCC's)

and financial

The appendix
A.

provides

includes

rulemaking

reporting

three

FCC's Notice

from the Federal

for

Communi-

to revise

the system

telephone

companies.

sections:

of Proposed Rulemaking

(adopted

June 1978)
B.

Comments and reply
Notice

(filed

tively),
c.

First

response
A.

of these excerpts

States,

of Proposed

August 1979).
is to provide

proposal;

and other

Notice

concerns

affected

parties;

more specific
raised

to those concerns.
EXCERPTSFROMFCC'S NOTICE
OF PROPOSEDRULEMAKING

(47 CFR Parts

31, 33, 42 and 43)

(Docket No. 78-196;

FCC 78-453)

37

by the

and FCC's

FEDERALCOMMUNICATIONS.COMMISSION

*;,
‘9’
7,’
,,:
.,
’ ‘.
..::.

to the

1979 and March 1979, respec-

Supplemental

(adopted

on FCC's initial.

industry,

in response

and

Rulemaking

detail

January

FCC's draft

The purpose

comments filed
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APPENDIX II
REVISION OF ACCOUNTS AND FINANCIAL
REPORTING FOR TELEPHONE COMPANIES
AGENCY:

Federal

ACTION:

Notice

Communications
of proposed

Commission

rulemaking

SUMMARY: This notice
proposes
revision
of system of accounts
kept by largest
telephone
companies,
because recent
experience
has shown that existing
accounts
do not provide
a basis for
The effects
include
setting
rates of particular
services.
eliminating
many expensive
special
studies,
simplifying
determining
whether
rates are just
and reasonable,
facilitating
the prescription
of rates by the FCC, and making it possible
to measure carrier
efficiency.
*****

Adopted:
Released:

June
July

28,
21,

1978
1978
INTRODUCTION
*****

4.
After
reviewing
all the various
accounts
and subaccounts
in the USOA, it is apparent
that the USOA in its
present
form focuses
on company-wide
financial
and operating
data,
rather
than information
useful
for modern regulation
or
effective
managerial
control
and planning.
Historically
the
USOA has been useful
to the Commission
in reviewing
such
matters
as overall
investment
and expense levels,
property
valuation
and depreciation
rates.
the USOA has
Furthermore,
provided
a basis for Commission
review of overall
revenue
requirements,
including
a determination
of a fair
rate of
return
computed on an appropriate
rate base.
5.
However,
in recent
years,
it has become'apparent
that the USOA does not provide
the industry
with an effective
tool for managing its resources
in the current
multi-service
environment,
or the Commission
with the type of information
that is necessary
to regulate
an increasingly
complex telecommunications
industry.
When the USOA was first
established,
telephone
companies
offered
only two basic types of services --local
and long distance.
Today, on the other
hand,
a large
variety
of services
is available
including:
local
exchange service,
long distance
message telecommunications
service
(WATS), digital
service
(MTS), wide area telephone
data service
(DDS), private
line
telegraph,
private
line
audio/radio,
television
and various
other private
telephone,
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Furthermore,
line and specialized
services.
these services
are offered
on both an intrastate
state
basis.
In recent
years,
our rate cases have
6.
ingly
with rate levels
and rate structures
of
and less with overall
company-wide
services,
and revenue requirements.

almost all of
and interdealt
increasspecific
rate of return

*****

Because the focus of the
has proven to be of little,
concerning
the appropriate
of the various
services.

USOA is on company-wide
ras-ults,
it
if any, help in resolving
issues
rate levels
and rate structures
*****

In addition
to our own statements
regarding
the
8.
USOA, two consulting
firms
have also recently
reviewed
and
commented upon the USOA.***
*****

As a consequence
of the introduction
of competition
11.
in the specialized
services
and terminal
equipment
areas of
telecommunications,
and the development
and use of technology
available
in some cases only to specialized
users of telecommunications
and not users of monopoly services,
more
specific
service-related
(and sub-service
related)
cost and
revenue
information
is required
than previously
was the
case. ***
12.
***It
is our intention
that the revised
accounting
system which will
result
from this proceeding
will
constitute a single
data base serving
the following
functions:
(1) It will
form the basis for financial
reports,
including
both balance
sheet and income statement
reporting.
(2) It
will
serve as a data base and a foundation
for managerial
decisionmaking
and internal
management reports
by the
carriers.
(3) It will
provide
sufficiently
detailed
disaggregated
cost and revenue
information
for derivation
of
costs and revenues
of individual
services
and rate elements,
for pricing
decisions
and other managerial
decision
making
by the carriers.
(4) It similarly
will
provide
detailed
disaggregated
cost and revenue
information
for derivation
of
costs and revenues
of individual
services
and rate elements,
for rate review and continuing
surveillance
purposes
of this
Commission
(and other
regulatory
bodies which adopt the
revisions)
and provide
a basis
for rate prescription,
where
(5)
It
will
facilitate
the
breakdown
of
costs
appropriate.
between interstate
and intrastate
jurisdictions
("jurisdictional
separations").
(6) It will
permit
analysis
of facility
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including
studies
and plant
utilization,
each category
of expenditure
and review
And (7) it will
and service
efficiency.
to allow for regulatory
and independent
of questioned
entries.

of the causes for
of service
quality
be structured
so as
auditing
and tracing

*****

In summary, our goal in proposing
a revised
and
18.
expanded USOA is to develop
a single
data base which will
serve multiple
purposes
and be used by both internal
management and State and Federal
authorities.
It is our intention
that the proposed
modifications
will
be both broad enough
and flexible
enough to accomplish
this goal.
ITEMS OF INQUIRY
since we are placing
in issue the indus19.
***Indeed,
try's
basic informational
requirements
(cost of service,
jurisdictional
separations,
financial
and tax data,
and
we welcome comments from the
management decision
making),
regulated
industry,
the academic community,
the accounting
Furthermore,
we
profession,
and other
interested
parties.
matters
discussed
invite
comments, not only on the specific
below,
but also on any other relevant
matters
directly
related
to the proposed
USOA modifications.
DEFINITIONS
*****

we invite
comments as to how the
22.
***Therefore,
subaccounts,
primary
allocation
records
and supportaccounts,
ing records
can be structured
so as to provide
maximum flexibility
in the assignment
and allocation
of the appropriate
costs to individual
services.
*****

JURISDICTIONAL

SEPARATIONS

Another
important
factor
which must be taken into
39.
Much telephone
plant
account
is the "separations"
process.
(perhaps
a third
or more of the total)
is used in common to
provide
both interstate
and intrastate
telephone
services.
the process
involves
the assignment
or alloca***Basically,
tion of amounts appearing
in the uniform
system of accounts
(costs
of plant
and other
related
items)
to the two jurisdictional
categories.
The directly
assignable
amounts are
handled
with relative
ease but the "common" items must be
allocated
in accordance
with the principle
of relative
use.***
40
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to recognize
here that all alloca40. It is important
tions (where direct
assignment is not possible)
are made on a
This is in contrast
to the "cost causa"relative
use" basis.
tion" approach of FDC method 7 which has been prescribed
by
the Commission for allocating
costs to each interstate
serThus in order to arrive at cost of service,
two
vice.
First,
costs must be allocated
to
allocations
must be made.
the various services
in accordance with FDC method 7 methodservice costs must be
ology I and second the interstate
The fact that
determined through the separations
procedures.
the two allocations
are accomplished by different
mechanisms
may lead to certain
inconsistancies
which will have to be
accounted for in any revised TJSOA.
*****

MOREDETAILED BREAKDOWN
OF CERTAIN ACCOUNTS
*****

tions

46. ***In budget hearings before the Senate AppropriaCommittee on May 8, 1978 the following
dialog took place:

Senator

HOLLINGS.

What do you project

now***?

Mr. FERRIS.* I would say it would be 1980, 1981 before
could get the full system developed***.

we

Senator HOLLINGS, Three years before we can intelligently
look at the problem? *** Can't we do that before everybody's term expires?
Mr. FERRIS. I think
the resources***.

we can do it

in 12 months if

we have

Senator HOLLINGS. It seems like you could design a system
within a three-month period and they could comply in the next
fiscal
year, then by the end of 1979 we could have an answer.
FERRIS.
resources***.

Mr.

I think

we can if you will

In view of the urgency expressed,
following
implementation
schedule
alternatives.
*-Chairman,
Current.

Federal

Communications
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give

us the

we request comments on the
for our proposal,
and any

Commission,

October

1977 -
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1.
Revenue accounts
- adopted and used as the
for reports
for the year in which the new system is
(These are presently
fully
computerized.)
for

basis
adopted.

2.
Expense accounts
- adopted and used as the basis
reports
beginning
1 year after
the new system is adopted.

reports

3.

Plant accounts
- adopted and used as the basis
beginning
2 years after
the system is adopted.

4.
Primary
basis for reports
accounts.
***

allocation
records
at the same time

for

- adopted and used as the
as their
associated

*****

REPORTING REQUIREMENTS
A further
56.
poses is its design
a computerized
one.
toward a computerized

limitation
of the USOA for analytical
puras a paper accounting
system rather
than
***(A)ny
proposed
changes should be geared
data base USOA.

We invite
comments on what reporting
requirements
57.
we should establish
once the basic USOA revisions
are accomplished.
*** At a minimum, we would expect each carrier
to
submit a complete
report
containing
every financial
account
and all required
non-financial
information
(including
primary
allocation
records)
at least
once a year.
Certain
summary
reports
containing
less detail
could be filed
on a more
frequent
basis.
For purposes
of auditing
and making analysis
of carrier
performance,
we propose
that a detailed
computer
tape of specified
information
be submitted
annually.***
AUDITABILITY

AND ACCOUNTING ISSUES

***We believe
that our proposed
revisions
will
58.
for we have created
a direct
link
readily
facilitate
audits,
between the economic event (expenditure
or receipt)
and the
We have further
strengthened
final
recordation
in an account.
this
relationship
by defining
"cost centers"
(usually
wire
centers
and transmission
spans) as the loci
of much primary
and this will
ease the task of the auditor
accounting
data,
We also
in ascertaining
the basis of recorded
accounts.
believe
that the details
of the expense record and specific
estimating
systems for recording
data enhance the auditor's
capabilities,
and promote the auditor's
role in verifying
the proper
assignment
of economic events to accounts.
Nevertheless,
we invite
comment on additional
structural
safeguards
which should be built
into a revised
USOA to further
enhance
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auditing
and entry
verification
maintained
accounts.

in this

age of computer-

*****

IMPACT ON CARRIERS-GENERALLY
*** When a new system reflecting
65 years of
progress
is set side-by-side
with the old one,
may appear burdensome.
***

60.
accounting
changeover

the

IMPACT ON SMALL CARRIERS; NEEDS OF
STATE COMMISSIONS
***We are aware that the changes we are proposing
61.
are extensive
and that concern may exist
among many of the
smaller
independent
telephone
companies
as to how they can
Further,
to the extent
reasonably
meet our new requirements.
that State regulatory
agencies
routinely
adopt our accounting
companies
not directly
subject
rules
as their
own, intrastate
to our jurisdiction
may be affected.
***
***We request
comments
62.
the new system of accounts
apply
$l,OOO,OOO in operating
revenues.

on a specific
proposal
only to carriers
with
***

that
over

*****

B.

EXCERPTS FROM COMMENTS FILED WITH FCC IN RESPONSE
TO ITS NOTICE OF PROPOSED RULEMAKING

GAO note:
ments
15,

and reply

1979,

posed

The following
comments

respectively)

Rulemaking

Reporting

for

for

Telephone

The excerpts

are not

ments

but

filed,

lems with
In addition,

FCC's
the

(filed
in

the

represents
January

response

Revision

rather
approach
selection

15,

(adopted

in revising
of these
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the

of

28, 1978).
of all

of perceived
system

excerpts

Pro-

and Financial

June

indications

com-

and March

to FCC's Notice

representative

provide

from

1979,

of Accounts

Companies

necessarily

excerpts

comprob-

of accounts.

does not
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necessarily
stated

imply

GAO's agreement

ment

Approach

to the

development

system

assessment
tion
project

3.

identification

the

output

involving

base system
enough

management
past

In our
A system

be required
question.
a complex
which

(American

designed
is,
whether
system

would
Institute

(a defini-

cost

needed

accumulation

analysis

to produce

the

and procedural

system.

the Commission
an initial

is proposing

a reverse

assumption

that

be developed

which

presumably

to produce

output

sufficient

data

or thought
this

required

and overall

of the

and regulators

view

sequence:

reports)

of data

should

detailed

manage-

and

requirements

sequence

of any major

following

information

of the data

definition

appears

the

justification

reports

"It

involves

of the

of the

2.

4.

Managerial
approach

information
" 1.

fits

with

opinions.

"A usual

the

or disagreement

with

information

potentially

approach

to system

costs

would

a practical
of developing

be reasonable

be derived

by its

of Certified

Public
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useful

in the

contain

in

future.

is

imprudent.

which

may ever

impossibility.

We

and maintaining

such

in relation
users

data

to provide

development

any information

in our view,

would

found

to be useful

to capture

the

a complex

or the

to the

bene-

ratepayers."

Accountants.)
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Cost
"(D)ue
sion's

to prohibitive

proposal

independent
have

might

the

case.

by companies
order

to comply

requirements.
ties,
million

with

posed

by the
"The

quences

for

outcome
small

companies'

telephone

than

$50 million

tain

the massive,

this

docket.
telephone

data

it

companies

have

excruciatingly

A multi-million
companies

of

cost

if

regulating
basis.

the

and increase

reporting
capabili-

as much as $25
as pro-

Corporation.)
conse-

large
Yet the

FCC makes dramatic
small

telephone

circumstances.
gross

detailed
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in

The new USOA is

resources

account

not

even

base system

service

annual

the

simply

may have grave

and special
with

is

Telephone

accomodating

resources

don't

data

problems
of

can easily

processing

could

of

carriers

and data

companies***.

USOA without

limited

accounting

rulemaking

on a cost

all

capabilities,

(Continental

the

This

Commis-

have to be spent,

present

may be devastated

Small

small

at

that

that

USOA.

that

telephone

companies

the

assumes

will

its

of this

telephone

in

majority

the

systems

complex

Commission."

companies

vast

to an integrated

directed

changes

the

estimates

obviously

small

for

have computer

***Despite

to convert

the

revised

already

Continental

with

processing

of dollars

System

compliance

The proposal

Commission's

that

Proposed

be impossible

data

Millions

of

costs

companies.

sophisticated

implement
the

and Complexity

revenues
to create

of

and main-

USOA proposed

USOA will
costs

destroy
to the

less

in
many

customers

APPENDIX II
of

the

APPENDIX II

survivors

without

if

it

distinction.

Telephone

USOA on its

operating

revenues

of

of

$630,000.

require

it

to maintain

averaging

Since

the

cate

of
for

2.5
the

the

millions

(United

are

or modifying

have
of

the

USITA estimates
proposed

Southland

subaccount.
would

allo-

to each account."

a few Independents

data
States

systems

of

faced

the

with

of dollars

Commission's

sample

only

requirements

companies

tically

per

and Advancement

and sophisticated

to meet the

systems

subaccounts,

of

Small

Companies)

capabilities

expend

Protection

1977

USOA would

per year

each month

the

maintenance

maintenance

be monthly,

of

had calendar

and total

30 cents

cents

impact

the proposed

2 million
of

the

Southland

believes

would

I(In actuality,

these

to them and AT&T

has analyzed

$2.9 million
It

accounting

an average

Telephone

***

a balance

(Organization

inflexibly

operations.

expense

each

applied

***

"Southland
proposed

is

the

Most

600 Independents

would

the

of

with

additional

Telephone
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computer

to attempt
Even

that

they

time

in developing

in order

to

will

have

implement

do not

realis-

From a representative
1,000
cost

stations

or less,

of providing

be $2 to $5 per customer

Independent

the

proposal.

Independents
***

such capabilities.

that

fact

systems

proposal.

necessary

Commission's

and years

existing

have

per month."

Association)

the

to
new
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"The Federal

Register

form System of Accounts
is our opinion

that

setting

forth

the proposed

weighs approximately

implementing

change will

be the equivalent

independent

telephone

one pound.

the requirements

(Haviland

It

of this

of a death sentence

companies."

Uni-

for

small

Telephone

Co.,

Inc.)
Affected
"(W)e suggest
'standard'

general

all

ledger

companies be required
accounts

Only the 'larger'

records.
revenues
tain

that

Carriers

companies

in excess of $50,000,000)

the 'non-financial'

$l,OOO,OOO figure

(for

should

is realistic.

between 'general

and 'cost-of-service'

that

Utility

that

the

its

requirements***
categories,

we

(National

Association

of Regula-

Commissioners.)

"A 'small'
annual

to main-

a revenue amount of not less than $50,000,000

would be more appropriate."
tory

those with

If the Commission does

of 'splitting'

believe

example,
be required

not adopt our suggestion
ledger'

property

(W)e do not feel

data.***

***

and continuing

to maintain

revenues

company should
less

than $50 million.

proposed

in the Notice

includes

97% of the total

industry."

(Organization

of Small Telephone

be defined

is inadequate.
operating
for

as a company with
The $1 million

$50 million
revenues

the Protection

Companies.)
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figure

and above

of the telephone
and Advancement
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"It
develop
that

is ***
three

will

NTCA's recommendation
additional

correlate

the proposed
simplified

simplified

with

the smaller

the new proposed

would fall

independent

$30,000,000

down to $l,OOO,OOO

Class B

$ l,OOO,OOO down to $100,000

Class C

below $100,000
Cooperative

Implementation
"We believe

systems the accounting
required

will

posed implementation

annual revenues

do not have the level
to implement

companies with

records

and feeder

the rudiments

sophisticated
systems conversion

The Commission's

be substantial.
timetable

and up

Timeframes

required

new USOA. Even for

of

Association)

many of the carriers

of systems sophistication

the

systems:

Class A

Telephone

if

the capabilities

total

AA

(National

efforts

i.e.,

Class AA Accounting,

within

telephone

system,

$30,000,000

"Class

of this

the Commission

systems of accounting

system were designated
versions

that

therefore

appears

pro-

impractical."

(Coopers c Lybrand.)
"The Commission's
posal

***

fails

Implementation
prehensive

time schedule

to reflect

(Continental
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its

of the revised

proposal,

and information

long as 10 to 15 years."

implementing

the complexity

of the Commission's

accounting

for

system,

proUSOA.

or any new comcould

Telephone

take as

Corporation.)
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Financial
"***FCC should
within

the chart

and non-financial
that

not establish

data prescribed
for

(T)he detailed

parameters
financial

by the proposal

managerial

(Central

purposes.'*

Data

cost of service

***

of accounts.

which is required

regulatory

Statistical

vs.

decision

Telephone

goes beyond

making and

& Utilities

Corpora-

tion.)
"The cost of service
of accounts.
accounting
costs

The PAR, which would be separate
system,

to services.

difference

data should not be in the records

should
***

be the vehicle

Recognition

from the

used to associate

must be given

to the

between a data base and a Chart of Accounts."

(GTE Service

Corporation.)
Reporting

"We are overwhelmed,

Requirements

as may be many of the telephone

companies,

by the Commission's

ments***.

***The

companies,

anticipated
and ultimately

payers I should not bear the costs
information'

reporting
their

of developing

requirerate-

'useful

for which the Commission has shown no need and

which it may never get around to using."

(Iowa State

Commerce

Commission.)
"***(A)
concept

more workable

would be for

alternative

the FCC to identify
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to the one data base
data elements

it
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APPENDIX II
would

require

information
could

this

it

would

allow

of technology

that

payers."
"The

gathered
it

tory

Utility

will

the

data

burden

on them,

(United

Telecom

Service,

Inc.)

type

of

be explained

information

be KepOKted."

(National

of

the

nor on their

that

and referenced

this

pro-

requirements

an undue

each

using

in their

with

companies

to use whatever

put

of

identifying

the

recipient,

content

can only

be determined

specific

requirements

and Telegraph
C.

companies

this

will

to the

Association

be

form

in

of Regula-

Commissioners.)

"As to
terms

FCC.***By

available

to comply

need for
should

which

in

not

to the

telephone
is

a format

on demand telephone

information

departments

FCC and would

and prescribe

be in so that

provide

cessing

rate

surveillance

must

approach,
level

for

requirements

the

specific

and frequency,

subsequent
of

for

such matters

to the development

system."

(American
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tire
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In the

Matter

of

Revision
of the Uniform
System
of Accounts
and Financial
Reporting
Requirements
for
Telephone
Companies (Parts
31,
33, 42, and 43 of the FCC's
Rules)

)
CC Docket

No.

78-196

1
)

FIRST SUPPLEMENTAL NOTICE OF PROPOSED RULEMAKING
Adopted:
By the

August

Commission:

1, 1979

Released:

Commissioner

Lee absent.

August

9, 1979

*****

On June 28, 1978, the Commission
adopted a Notice
of
1.
PROPOSED RULEMAKING in CC Docket No. 78-196 (Notice)
on the
Revision
of the Uniform
System of Accounts
and Financial
Reportinq
Requirements
for Telephone
Companies (Parts
31, 33,
42, and 43 of the FCC's Rules),
70 FCC 2d 719 (1978),
43
In that Notice,
the Commission
FR 33560 (July
31, 1978).
outlined
a proposal
for extensively
revising
the Uniform
System of Accounts
for Telephone
Companies (USOA), the data
record
keeping
requirements
and reporting
for
collection,
and the reporting
requirements
the
the telephone
companies,
The Uniform
System of
telephone
companies
are to meet.
Accounts
contained
in Parts
31 and 33 have remained
unchanged
Since 1935,
in large part since their
adoption
in 1935.
tremendous
technological
changes have occurred
in the teleAlong with some regulatory
policy
communications
industry.
shifts,
these changes have made possible
the introduction
of competition
into some services
in the telecommunications
Because the industry
is composed of companies
industry.
offering
both monopoly
and competitive
services,
as well as
companies
that provide
only competitive
services,
we have
perceived
a need to adopt accounting
and reporting
procedures
that will
ensure that a company offering
both monopoly and
competitive
services
does not cross-subsidize
its competitive
Thus, our
services
with revenues
from its monopoly services.
need is for a cost accounting
system
that will
develop
cost
of service
directly
in the accounts
themselves.***
Initial
and reply
comments were due on January
15,
2.
1979, and March 15, 1979, respectively.
More than seventy
parties
have participated
in the proceeding
to date through
the submission
of questions
for the September
22, 1978, public
meeting
at which the staff
answered questions
submitted
in
advance by persons
interested
in the revision
of the USOA;
by filing
initial
comments;
or by filing
reply
comments.***
*****
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4.
Analysis
of the comments and reply
comments helped
Some of
us focus on several
key issues
in the proceeding.
Others
these were unanticipated
by our original
Notice.
Furthermore,
some comments
elicited
no response
at the time.
rpproaches
that,
while of some apparent
present
alternative
interest,
are set forth
in insufficient
detail
to be evaluated.
Since it is important
that every reasonable
effort
be
made to acquire
all pertinent
information,
we are in this
Supplemental
Notice
providing
an opportunity
for all parties
to comment on any of the aforementioned
types of issues.
The Objectives

of This

Proceedina

*****

The primary
purpose of this proceeding
is to develop
6.
a system of accounts
which will
constitute,
with the Primary
Allocation
Records,
a Regulatory
Information
System that will
meet all the ordinary
needs of the Commission
for the regulation of common carriers.
*** We see the reliance
upon special
studies
for ordinary
and frequent
events,
such as rate cases,
as evidence
of the inadequacy
of the existing
accounting
system.
Any system that cannot yield
the information
needed
to resolve
common regulatory
questions
is of limited
value,
however well it may meet some other goals.
While accuracy
of
the basic system is an important
desideratum,
the information
so carefully
and accurately
recorded
must be useful
for regulatory
purposes.
When an otherwise
accurate
accounting
system
forces
us to rely upon special
studies
for many of the
ordinary
and necessary
regulatory
decisions,
such system does
not fulfill
its functions.
Accordingly,
we have set as a
major goal of our effort
the achievement
of a situation
wherein no special
study will
be required
to obtain
any information
recurring
process
of regulation.
***
used in the normal,
Regulatory
accounting
differs
from normal accounting
7.
urgent
need for accurate
in many ways because of regulators'
and consistent
information
on used and useful
investment,
and
In
this
respect
it
has
the appropriateness
of expenses.
developed
regulatory
accounting
concepts
consistent
with its
needs that have gone beyond the requirements
of traditional
*** However,
regulation
has not, in the past,
accounting.
been preoccupied
with cost of individual
products
(services),
so regulatory
accounting
systems have not, until
recently,
The FPC (now
included
detailed
cost accounting
systems.
FERC), the CAB, the ICC and now we, the FCC, have been
forced
to draw upon and then go beyond the experience
of
the accounting
profession
to develop
costing
methods that
are consistent
with regulatory
practice.***
*****
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Carriers

Affected

of Proposed Rulemaking
12.
In our July 31, 1978 Notice
we called
for comment on a proposal
that the new system of
accounts
apply only to carriers
with over $l,OOO,OOO in
This created
a great deal of concern
operating
revenues.
as to which carriers
would actually
be required
to implement
particularly
among the smaller
the new system of accounts,
independents.
*** It is not the Commission's
intention
to
burden any carrier
with unreasonable
demands of accountaIt is the Commission's
intention
to include
only
bility.
those carriers
likely
to have cost of service
rate cases
under the full
scale version
of the new USOA. Our proposal
was intended
to apply to companies
so large
that most of
Assuming the
their
accounting
is already
computerized.
states
do not impose our accounting
system on carriers
from
which cost of service
information
is not often
required,
those affected
will
be the Bell companies
and some of the
larger
independents.
13.
It may be necessary
to modify
the existing
accounts
for some smaller
carriers
to assist
them in making settlement
cost studies
that are sufficiently
comparable
to those of
the larger
carriers.
We expect that such comparability
will
require
nothing
more than some intermediate-type
set of
the proposed
USOA at a slightly
more aggreaccounts
(e.g.,
gated level
or a modified
version
of the present
USOA).
We
leave the development
of such a system to a later
stage of
at which time we may request
the parties
to
this proceeding,
We
wish
to
avoid
a
situadevelop
with us a joint
proposal.
tion
in which smaller
carriers
are forced
to adopt an elaborate
accounting
system designed
to develop
information
which they would rarely
have to provide
(that
is, costs of
where the only regulatory
need is to perform
services),
cost studies
for settlement
purposes.
14.
In addition
to the respondents'
almost universal
recommendation
of a higher
threshhold
level,
another
frequent recommendation
was the use of a multi-tier
carrier
One
classification
and corresponding
account
structure.
such possibility
might be the following:
Size in
Classification

Account Structure
Operating
Revenues

AAA

over

$30m

AA

$lOm to $30m
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Required
proposed
intermediate

USOA
USOA
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Size in
Classification
A
B
C

Account
Structure
Operating
Revenues
Less

than

$lOm

D

Required
level
of detail
equivalent
to
existing
accounts
or separations
categories

*****

Account

Structure

*****

***The Commission
did not propose a revision
to the
62.
It did however,
recognize
Separations
Manual in the Notice.
that a revised
USOA will
have to account
for the inconsistencies
that result
from the different
mechanisms used to
Again,
as in the case of the USOA,
perform
the allocations.
the problem
of revising
the existing
Separations
Manual is
It is generally
maintained
by the parties
addrescomplex.
sing this
issue that a revision
to the USOA will
have an
While this may ultimately
impact on the Separations
Manual.
there
is not necessarily
a causal
relationship.
be true,
We see improvements
in the accounting
system
as permitting
but not necessarily
requiring
changes in the separations
process.
***
Reports
*****

The Commission
proposes
that carriers
submit
reports
64.
would include
the balance
sheet and income statement
items,
the costs of individual
services,
and results
for
*** The monthly
report
would have a greater
profit
centers.
degree of aggregation
than the annual report.

which

It is appropriate
at this time to specify
the data
65.
that would be reported
in an annual paper or computer
format
report
replacing
Form M, and a monthly
report
replacing
Form 901, since these are the reports
that would be used by
most of the public,
and for much regulatory
surveillance.
such
reports
might,after
approp.riate
modifications,
Indeed,
be the basis for the reports
required
of carriers
not
subject
to the full
rigor
of the new accounting
system.
Finally,
it is necessary
to provide
for reports
during
the
transition
period
to the new system
of accounts.
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66. Accordingly,
we ask respondents to provide lists
of the data elements that should be included in the annual
repbrt replacing
Form M and the monthly report
replacing
Form 901.
We also ask respondents to discuss in detail
Responreporting
requirements
in the transition
period.
dents should base their
comments on our proposal,
their own,
and any other they care to comment upon.
*****

Features

for

Auditability

70.
What features
do the new Uniform
System of Accounts
and the primary
allocation
records
require
to make them thoroughly and efficiently
auditable
for regulatory
purposes?***
*****

***(W)e
will
require
that the accounts
constitute
fully
merged
data
base,
so
that
recona fully
integrated,
We
anticipate
that,
in
addition
to
ciliation
is possible.
traditional
types of compliance
audits
on the part of regulathere will
be systems
audits
to determine
tory commissions,
whether
the internal
controls
are functioning
properly,
and
that reconciliation
will
be performed,
although
in auditing
system
some of the procedures
of a comprehena computerized
sive audit
may vary from those used in the past.
81.

82. We call for comments
upon the systems approach
that should be followed
to achieve
a fully
integrated
We are
accounting
system that is completely
reconciliable.
concerned
that the proposals
of some of the carriers
to
have separate
feeder
systems
leading
to non-integrated
financial
and cost accounting
systems
will
be unauditable
because
it will
be impossible
to establish
internal
controls
or to
While we are
reconcile
the cost and financial
results.
willing
to entertain
further
argument on the subject,
we have
tentatively
concluded
that only a fully
integrated
cost and
financial
accounting
system forming
a Regulatory
Information
System will
meet the regulatory
needs of this Commission
with respect
to the telephone
industry
in the modern competitive
era, in which cost of service
has become the paramount
regulatory
issue.
*****

Data

Base As A Goal
*****
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The only way to effectively
accomplish
the above
99.
goal is with a Data Base Management System (DBMS).
Data
must be stored
so that it can be used for a wide variety
of
applications
and in such a way that both the data and the
programs
utilizing
the data can be modified
without
disruption.
A necessary
characteristic
of the USOA will
be sufficient
adaptability
to accomodate
expansion
and change.
The
process
of restructuring
the data base must be simple
and
efficient
to allow for new types of data as well as new
applications.
***
*****

101.
A broadly
applicable
computerized
USOA will
not
It will
have to expand one step at
come about immediately.
Both the software
and logical
structure
must be
a time.
capable
of orderly
growth with minimal
if any disruption.
Commission
employees
must have the capability
to utilize
the
data in creative
and productive
ways without
having to wait
for programmers
to incorporate
these thoughts
into applications
programs.
To do this they should be able to both
query and manipulate
the data base in the easiest
possible
manner.
*****

103.
***Respondents
implementation
schedule

for

are asked to provide
a specific
a Data Base Management System.
*****

Disposal

of Motions

***AT&T,
GTE, NARUC, as well as several
other
105.
parties,
have suggested
the Commission
should establish
working committees
to assist
the Commission
in developing
a
revised
USOA. At this point
in the proceedings
we are not in
a position
to commit ourselves
to a procedural
framework
for
subsequent
steps in the proceeding.
This supplemental
notice
as well as the original
notice
have been designed
to attempt
to define
issues
that must be addressed,
to develop
alternative
approaches
to resolving
these issues,
and to,determine
whether
there may be some commonality
of viewpoints
on certain
issues.
Accordingly,
we encourage
parties
in filing
their
comments to consider
various
procedural
approaches
the
Commission
might use in evolving
the next generation
of its
chart
of accounts,
account
definition,
item list,
and
accounting
rules.
***
*****
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COMPOSITE RESULTS OF GAO QUESTIONNAIRE
SENT TO STATE REGULATORY COMMISSIONS

U.S. GEKPAL ACCCLM'IIG OFFICE
SURVEYOF STATE
FEGULATOECaYMISSICNS

SECTIONI:

TELDHCCJEINmsTRY

Please answer each of the following questions as frankly and
There is space at the end of each mnt
canpletely as possible.
for any conrnents you may wish to make concerning the questionnaire,
Responding to the questionnaire should
or any other related topics.
not require research and each seqment should take about 30 minutes
or less of your time.
Throuqhout this questionnaire,
there are numbers printed within
parentheses to assist our keypunchers in coding responses for
oanputer analysis.
Please dismqard these numbers.
We wculd appreciate the canpletion and return of the
questionnaire in the enclosed envelop
by May 15, 1979. If you have
any questions, please call Mr. Thunas F. O'Connor or Ms. Janet
Ferrell on (202) 275-5293.
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I

I

I

III

I

(l-31

SECTION I:

3.

TELEPHONE INDUSTRY

INTRODUCTION
The Federal
Cormmmicaciona
Coraai@rion
(FCC)
publi.hrd
. Eatice
of Proposed
Rulem.kins
on
July 31, lY7!3 (13 FR 33560).
to ravine the uniform
eyarem
of accounts
(USOA)
for telephone
companies.
FCC’s
go.1 is to develop
e .inple
data
beee
which
vi11 .erve multiple
purposes
end be used
by both
internal
mrnaghment
and State and Feder.1
regul.cory
uthoritier.
1.

Approxim.tely
how m.ny regulated
telephone
comprniee
in your St.te
f.11 into each
of
the annual
revenue
crtegoriea
specified
below?
(Please
fill
in the bl.nka--enter
“0” vhere
.pplic.ble.)
4.
Number

Companies

’ Annual

Repulrted

Revenue.

of
Companies

Please
provide
your beat
estimate
of y~wr
ng COICl
comnirsion’r
appr0xim.w
.nnu.l
oper:
perronnel,
equipment,
supplies,
etc.)
(e.g.,
for your current
accounting
requirements
for
the telephone
industry.
(Check
one.)
(27)
1. /JJ7
$50,000
or less
2.

m

$50,001

3.

m

$250.001

- $500,000

4.

m

$500,001

- $750,000

5.

/-YJ7

$750,001

- $1,000.000

6.

-/T

Over

In
of

your
your

compare

opinion,
existing
t*
its

-

$250,000

$l.OOO,OOO
how do your
comnis.ion’s
regulatory
accounting
benefits?
(Check
one.)

costs
system
(28)

Up to $50,000
s50.001

to

$100,001

$10U,uJD

D)
(CA.ss

toS1,000,000

$1,000,001
$10,000,001

*

8)

(Cl.8.

t0$10,000,000

f;

C)

to S~.SIJ.OOil (Class

$250,001

over

(Clas.

*

”

to$15,000,000’”
,I

$15,000,000

*

A)

”

*

”

*

II

.A

(S-7)

1.

(B-10)

2.

(11-13)

3m
4.

(14-16)
(17-19)
(20-22)
(23-25)

2.

HOW do your
couanie6ion’s
accounting
requirements
existing
uniform
syotem of
compare to FCC’s
.ccounts
(USOA)
and
fin.nci.1
reporting
requirements for telephone
compsniee
(parts
31, 33. 42,
md 43 of the FCC rules)?
(Check one.)
(26)
1.
I/
No basis
to judge
2.

Tg7

Exactly

3.

m

Slightly

4.

m

Uoder.tely

the

Costs

significantly

a

Costa

somevhat

m

outweigh
outweigh

Benefit.

and costs

Benefits

somewhat

about
outweigh

benefits

benefits
equal
costs

Benefjts
,eignificantly
outweigh
costs
1 mlsslng
rate the quantity,
quality
and
How do you
timeliness
of the accounting
information
your
is currently
receiving
from
comniesion
(Check
one box
tar
each
telephone
companies?
5.

5.

/-4/

TO”.

IJzg

)

s.me
1.

different

2.

different

5.

m

Significantly

different

6.

m

No comparison

at

Quantity
(comprehensiveness
of cost information)
Quality
(accuracy
of cost
information~

72184
_ (29)
7LQ6 3. (30)
I8 b11911I11 (jl)

3.

Timeliness

6.

Does your connnission
also make special
studies
audits
to supplement
the accounting
information
regularly
reported
by telephone
companies?
(Check one.)

all
or

;32>
1.

m

Yes

2.

1’7n

NO

*Eecause canpanies ’ areas of service can include mre than one State,
answer not considered rwmingful.

ccmposite
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7.

Do you
existing
(Check

believe
USOA

there
is a
for
telephone

need
to revise
companies?

the

10.

one.)
(331

8.

I.

lm

Definitely

2.

m

Probably

3.

/-h7

Undecided

4.

-IT

Probably

5.

/f7

Definitely

What
impact
participation
development
(Check
one.

)

1.

m

Yajor

2

/77

Moderate

3.

m

MLnor

4.

/7;7

Very

5.

m

No

impact

6.

m

Too

cnrly

StrongLy

2.

rJi

Supported

3.

IJ-g

NCUtl-L%l

4.

/-JJ

Opposed

somewhat

5.

r-J7

Strongly

opposed

the

il.

supported

development
(Check

participated

of
all

the
that

all

(Skip

with

proposed
apply.)

Asked
to participate
not
do so
(Skip
Cornnented
on
thru
NARUC
Commented
independent

?‘5OA

to

question

to

but
did
question

proposed

on
of

minor

impact

So far,
cocnnission
development

to

ho?!a?%?e$%
been
with
of FCC’s

judge

dissatisfied
its
participation
USOA revision?

has
in

your
the

(Check

one.)
(43)

(please

12)
(351

Very

satisfied

1:

m

Siltisflcd

3.

m

Borderline

4.

i-87

Ulssatisfled

5.

m

Very

What
extent
adopt

is
to
the

!Chcck

dissatisfied

18current
missink
ex

your
hmhich
FCC’s

une.

ctatLon

regarding

your
Lonniss~or
proposed
L’SOA

will
revision?

the

probably

i

(441

I?)
(36)

1.

a

rotall)

(37)

2.

m

!lajor

3.

/

?ioderate

4.

/

Yinor

5.

1_2/

Not

6.

I-Jg

:;ill

rulemaking

cxtrnt
extent

(38)

;‘r

in
a%<

7

rulemaking

proposed
N&?UC

seminars

Participated
discussions
Other

mpact

FCI

12.
at

Attended

impact

somewhat

commission

Nut

impact

or

L-

L”

(42)

no

!

your

your
comniesion’s
have
on the
revision?

no

1.

has

you
believe
will
ultimately
FCC’s
USOA

yes

In general,
ha8
your
commission
supported
opposed
FCC’s
July
31,
1978
proposed
USOA
revision?
(Check
one.)

How

of

yes

(34)

9.

do

extent

(39)
at

011

(SkLp

to

questLo”

IS.)

informal
(40)

specify)

13.

(41)

To what
extent
will
the
USOA facilitate
reporting
requirements?
1.

.

decide

1-I-7

G reatly

later
FCC’s
proposed
revision
or hinder
your
commission’s
(Check
one.1

facilitate

.

*-Follkp
contacts Wth respondents
2.
/Ibl
Facilitate
somewhat
indicated reference is not to FCCLittle
or no impact
sponsor&d
seminars,
but as part of meet- 3. m
.
l”gf wltn1, broader.plrposes
sponsored by
4.
/-ri7
Hinder
somewhat
NatIonal Association of Regulatory Utility
Greatly
hinder
Com7ussloners (NAFW)
5. /-37
.*-Follow-up
contacts with respondents.Too
early
to Judge
6.
/J&s'
indicated reference is primarily ‘t.^.”
m
.
.
L
mlsslng
discussions intemallv
in State
carmissions with NARlJkor others, rather than FCC.
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dither

way

Co
(45)
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17.

(46)

FCC is also proposing
that cwpanies’
annual
reports
be submitted
on magnetic
tapes.
If
this
is required,
to what extent
would it
facilitate
your comaission’s
regulatorv
responsibilities?
(Check one.)
--’
(53)

(47)

1.

/m

Facilitate

greatly

tapes

(481

2.

-l-f?

F acilitate

somewhat

Micro

film/microfiche

(49)

3.

-/J-T

F acilitate

little

Other

(please

(50)

4.

m

Facilitate

very

5.

m

Facilitate

not

I” whet media doea your commission
now
receive
telephone
companies’
annual
reports?
(Check as many as apply.)
1.

m

Hard

copy

2.

II!

Computer

print

3.

D

Magnetic

4.

m

5.

m

(reports)

out

speciEy)

16
15.

USOA revision
is adopted,
If the FCC’s proposed
in what primary
medium would your ccnmniseion
prefer
to receive
companies’
annual
reports?
(51)
(Check one.)

copy

(reports)

16.

-

1.

//

less

than

2.

l-J7

$1 - $10 million

3.

m

$11 - $15 million

Herd

2.

/-J7

Computer

print

3.

/3-i

Magnetic

tapes

4.

/

$16 - $50 million

4.

/

Micro

film/microfiche

5.

119/

more

5.

/-J-J

Other

(please

19.

specify)

In your State,
approximately
what percent
of
all
companies,
with annual
revenues
exceeding
could feasibly
submit data in
$1 million,
magnetic
tape
format?
(Check one.)
(52)
1.

L15/

Less

2.

L5-!

20 to 405:

3.

/¶

41 to

4.

/p

61 to

5.

m

More

than

all
would
your
USOA
(54)

$1 million

I-JT

2 missing

at

At approxizteyi
‘$a~~
“nual
revenue
level
it be feasible
for telephone
companies
in
state
to fully
comply with FCC’s proposed
revision?
(Check one.)

1.

out

little

fhan .$50

million

6 mlsslng

Please
provide
your best approxmat~on
of the
magnitude
of start-up
costs,
(e.g..
acquisition
of equipment
and training
of personnel)
your
commission
would incur
in connection
vith
the
(55)
new USOA.
(Check one.)
1.

I7

$0

2.

/-J-T

$1 - $50,000

3.

/Jg

$50,001

4.

1-45

$100,001

- $500.000

5.

m

$500,001

- $1,000,000

6.

/I

7.

LI[F7

- $100,000

20%

60X

-

Over

$1,000,000

80%
than

No bpsis.

to

judge

2mlsslng

80%
20.

2 missing

Do you expect your commission’s
annual
operating
costs to increase,
decrease,
or
remain about the same under the new USOA?
(Check one. )
1.

a

Increase

2.

m

Remain
please

3.

i/

-

about the same
skip to question

Decrease

4 missing

60

(56)

(If checked,
22.)
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Plaarr
provide
your bort rpproxilvtion
of
the u&Cud*
of likely
chxngr
in xnnuxl
cairrion
operating
coat* rxpoctrd
undrr
the nw USOA.
(Check on*.)
(57)

(b)

Tolrphona
comprnicr
(Check one.1

in your

gtrtrl
(64)

would
‘* .LTiP Co#t#
rignificmtly

probably
outweigh

banefitv

$0
2.

&7

Corta would probably
outweigh
brnefite

3.

1-7

Coat8

4.

rJy7

Benefits
outweigh

5.

/-

Benefits
would probably
significantly
outweigh

$1 - $50,000
$50,001

- $100,000

$100,001

- $500,000

$500,001

7 $1,000,000

over

$1,000,000

No beei*

ty

judge

6.

13 missing
22.

24.

In term. of typee of re.ource.,
vb*t
aignificent
edditions,
if my, would you
expect
to be required
for your comirrion
aa a result
of the USOA revision?
(Check a. many a. epply.)
NOM

/J.-p

and

benefits
would
coete

No basis

mmevhat

to

about

probably

equal
somewhat

cost@

judge

3.tyissing
FCC’s proposed
revisum
co the telephone
USOA
did not define
specific
reporting
requirements.
To vhat
extent vould a definition
of reporting
requirement8
prior
to completion
of revision
facilicste
or hinder
the development
of the
revised
IJSOA? (Check one.)

(58)

Additional

staff

Additional

computer

(60)

aoftwte

Additional

1.

m

Greatly

computer

2.

16_l

Facilitate

3.

m

Little

or

4.

/-J7

Hinder

aomewhat

5.

/

Greatly

6.

m

No brim

(61)

hardvarc

(please

Other

facilitate

(59)

#pacify)

somewhat
no impact

either

way

hinder

(62)
to

judge

2 missino
25.

23.

How would
additional
anticipated

the total
operating.
bencfitr,

(a)

comiwion?

Your
1.

m

co.t,
(start-up
and
if any) compare to
for:
(Check

Coeta would
rignificmtly

one.)
probably
outweigh

2.

m

Cortr
would probably
outweigh
bantfitr

3.

m

Corer
equal

4.

m

5.

a

benefit8

and

(63)

benefits
ronwhat

There is considerable
&ocussion
concerning
how
the revised
IJSOA will
relate
to major
iseucs
such as the jurisdictional
eeperationr
procerr
and
(L colt
ellocetion
methodology.
For exemplc ,
rome believe
the revised
USOA will
nuke the
aeparationa
proce#m,
PI it exist@,
much eerier;
otherr
believe
two rete of book* muat be meinteined
if the existing
separations
procedures
ere not revised
along with
the USOA.
Some
believe
thee the cost allocation
methodolopy
(fully-distributed
coat method 7, hirtoricel
cost causation)
rhould
be finalioed
before
erteblirhing
the
system
of accounta.
Pleem
provide
your opinions
to the queationa
below.
(Check all
thrt
apply.)

about
(a)

Benefit*
minewhat

would probably
outweigh
coats

Bmrfitr

would

eipnificently

Do you believe
will
necrrritate
juriwlictional

the revirion
to the USOA
major
revirionr
to the
reperetionr
procaar?
(66)

1.

m

Yea

2.

m

No

3.

m

No opinion

probably

outweigh

co#ee

(Skip

6.

m

No bari@

to judge

2 missing
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(b)

In your opinion,
jurisdictional
be reviled?

27.

when should
the
reparationa
procell

Please
number(s)
responded

provide

name(s),

below
of
for
your

(67)
1.

/9

Before
revision
the USOA

2.

/y

After

3.

D

Simult

of
Name

revision

of

the

USOA
Title

aneourly
the USOA

of

with

revision
mephone

4.

/

Do

you

Timing

does

not

matter

22 missing.
Cc)

will

believe

the

necessitate

cUrrent

coat

rev1

Ion

major

to

the

revisions

allocation

VSOA

to

State

the

methodology?

(68)

Cd)

1.

/-J-J

Yea

2.

m

No

3.

/i&?

No opinion

In your
allocation
1.

26.

u7

(Skio to
quesiion

”
miSSin%hould
opinwn,
vhen
methodology

Before

the
be

revision

2.

/7T

After

3.

/7;7

Simultaneously
of the USOA

revision

b.

LL7

Timing

does

)

cost

revised?
of
of

the
the

with

not

26

(69)
USOA
USOA

revision

matter

24 missing

Please
provide
any other
coimnents regarding
the FCC’s development
of a new Uniform
System of Accounts
and reporting
requirements
for the telephone
industry
in the space
below.
Use additional
space a8 necessary.
(70-76)
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Number

the
State.

title(r),
individual(a)

and phone
who
(77)
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COMMUNICATIONS
WASHINOTON,
0 C.

October

IV

COMMISSION
20554

18, 1979
IN REPLY

llCFL”

9700

Donald Scantlebury
Director,
Financial
and General Maniqement
Studies Division
Roan 6001
General Accamtiq
Office Ruilding
441 G Street,
N. W.
Washington,
D. C. 20548
Daar Mr. Scantlebury:
On October 1, 1979, the Cutmission
received draft
ccpies of a
General Accounting Office
(GAO) reprt
entitled
"Outlook Dim For Revised
Based on an
Acamntirg
System Needed For Chargiry Telephone Industry."
is critical
of the
on-site
review by a GAC audit
team, the report
Canmission's
management of CC Docket No. 78-196 relating
to the Revision
of the Uniform System of Accounts and Financial
Reporting
Requirements
for Telephone Companies (Parts 31, 33, 42 and 43 of the FCC's Rules), 70
KC 2d 719 (1978), First Supplemental Notice of Proposed Rulemakinl,
FCC
Furthermore,
the report
identifies
79-479 (released
August 9, 1979).
it
believes
have, received
inadequate
several
specific
areas that
At the direction
of the Canmission,
I am prcviding
attention
to date.
its initial
resIpnse to the GAO repxt.
GAO report
is
critical,
it
is
also
very
While
the
It pints
cut several-as
in which the CamissUmhas
constructive.
Therefore,
the Canmission
not fully
solidified
its planning processes.
believes
that the GAO repxt
will
prove to be useful
in the future
develcpmnt
of a re.Gsed uniform systen of accounts (ZISOA). We would
like to set forth som otxervations
regarding
the nature of the project
aml the managerial
steps anticipated
that sbuld
alleviate
nxmy of the
deficiencies
raised by the GAO report.
The existin
USA dates back to its adcption by the FCC in
Since that date, significant
changes in the technology
employed,
1935.
as well as the canpetitive
structure
of the industry,
hme occurred.
The evolving canpetitive
structure
raises questions of fair canpetition,
amd cross-subsidization,
issues on which the existing
ccst causation,
LJSM was not producing relevant
information.
Accordingly,
a proceeding
to lock into the revision
of the EOA was instituted,
As the GAO report
notes, there is near unanimity among the canrrmting
parties
on the need
for a revised USOA.
63
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An accounting system provides important information for use in
the regulatory
process.
However, accamtiq
systans have their
limitations
and may not be the most effective
regulatory tool for each
consumers and regulated firms
of the diverse issues facirq regulators,
in the present dynamic but contentims
telecumunications
environment.
The use of additional cptions in canbination with an acccmtitq
system
may be appropriate to effectuate regulatory policies that promote the
p&lic
interest.
~I-KJ the cptions under review in this at-d other
structurirq
and separate
are the use of service
prcxeedings
stiidiaries;
e.,g., the Notice of Inquiry ard Proposed Rulemaking In the
Matter of Amxican Telephone & !lWegraph Ca'apany Private Line Rate
Structure and tblums Discount Practices (CC Docket No. 79-2461, E'CC7%
565 (released October 17, 19791, and the Tentative Decision In the
Matter of &m&ent
of Section 64.702 of the Canmission's Rules ard
Regulations (Second Canputer Inquiry),
72 FCC 2d 358 (1979). We muld
also note that the Congress in considering the pending legislation
to
amend the Canmmications Act of 1934, as anended, 47 UK 151sseq,
has
received and considered extensive canments on the interrelationships
between separate sbsidiaries
and accamtirq system.
A revised uslyl has an impact on each of the divisions of the
Gxmtm Carrier Bureau.
The task of develcping a revised IXSQAalso
requires use of the disciplines
contained-&more
than one division.
In
order to prwide
for effective
managerial control,
the Canmission
proposes to establish a task force canposed of individuals
with the
apprcpriate backgrcund and expertise in the disciplines
necessary ti
These disciplines
include accounting, econanics,
design a revised WA.
these individuals
will be assigned
ard data processing, mmg others.
to the task force until the revision is canpleted.
The task force will
for day-to-day
be he&xl
by a senior staff
member responsible
operations.
Regular Focogress reports will be provided to Division
oliefs with invol=nt
in the poject as ~11 as to the Dttputy Bureau
Chief for Policy, who has been assigned overall responsibility
for the
progress of the project,
in order to ensure that the averall goals of
the Canmission are being accammdated and that appropriate coordination
between related dockets is ocaxrirg.
The task force will be directed
to develop as soon as possible a management paper delineating the output
rquirenents
of the various users of the accmntirq
systen, with an
ap%pyiate
reflection
of the priority
to be accorded each of these
(The prqmxd restructuring
of the Cunmn Carrier Rureau, *icb
the &mission
approved on October 10, 1979, will facilitate
these
actions.
mile not conceived as a direct response to the GAO repxt,
the reorganization
of the Bureau stresses
adequate and timely
mmqement.)
While the above-mentioned matter sbxld serve to expedite the
revision of the USOA, the GAO report, by highlighting
the deficiencies
in the plan&q
process to date anl the camnents indicating
that the
implementation schedule was too optimistic,
leads us to the conclusion
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that implementation of the revised UsaA will not occur at the beginning
of 1981. We take no position at this time on when implementation my be
expected.
The develqmmt
of an appropriate implementation schedule
will be a priority
assigmnent for the task force.

Finally,
the Canmission has long recognized the need for any
revised m(y\ to be cartpatible with the needs of the states, 70 FCC 2d
The First Supplemntal
Notice requested
canments on future
747.
procedural options that the Canmission might utilize
to canplete the
docket.
After receipt
of these canmnts,
the task force will
expeditiously
evaluate the pmcedural options ard cutline steps that
will
ensure that appropriate
input frm,*,the
indust?
and state
rqulators
will be obtained.
I' !
!

arles D. Ferris

(914501)
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